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In Murray and
Calloway County
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Twelve Pages

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Fellow says humility is a
strange thing... the very minute
you think you've got it, you've
lost It.
Then there was the dentist
who was playing golf. As he
lined up a six foot putt he said
"Open a little wider please."
We passed a milestone
small
of no
yesterday
magnitude. Observed our 30th
wedding anniversary.
We take the wife to Memphis
to the Riverrnont Holiday and
spend the evening in the River
Restaurant which is on top of
the Inn. Big Tiny Little and his
group were featured for the
night. You remember Little
used to be with Lawrence Welk
and plays the piano. Pleasant
evening. Met Governor Dunn of
Tennessee, and some other nice
folks.
The wind in Memphis
Saturday afternoon just about
cleared the streets. It was
strong. up to 45 mph. Blew one
lady down and rolled her for
about ten feet. Blew some glass
out oIse windoWil.
Took It easy coming home
Sunday afternoon and noted a
number of Red Tail Hawks
perched on trees along the highway

In Our 94th Year

10' Per Copy

Murray, Ky.,,Monday.Atternoon, March 12, 1973

Six Accidents Occur
Here Over Weekend

Installment Debt In
How much does the average
family in Calloway County owe
In the form of installment debt?
To what extent are local
residents using the buy-now,
pay-later plan in their purchases of big ticket items?
More than they did a year
ago, according to the findings.
There has been a steady increase in recent months, locally
and elsewhere, in the use of
installment credit
What it means is that consumers have finally loosened
their purse strings, after a
period of restrained buying, to
purchase the cars, dishwashers,
furniture, hi-ti equipment and
other expensive articles that
they have long been wanting.
And, as spending for such items
picks up, so does the demand for
credit.
The net result, nationally, is
that installment debt at the
beginning of this year reached
approximately $179 billion, or
about $19 billion more than in
January, 1472.
It was equivalent, on the
average,to about 16 cents out of
every dollar of family income,
after taxes.
In Calloway County, based
upon the latest local income and
spending figures and upon
naltional studies by the Federal

Is about two weeks
as, season idisi.
ahead
BMWs in full lawn, awl the
Dogwoods are tryleg to open
Magnolia Soulaneana also in
full bloom.

a-

Reserve Board and others, the
amount of installment debt
outstnading is estimated at
$1,140 per family.
That is the average. It ranges
horn no debt at all, m some
familleso-Wilonsiderably
than average in others.
For the local population as a
whole, the amount of installment debt at the end of the
last fiscal year was close to
$10,920,000.
The largest part af It consisted of loans for automobile
purchases. The remainder was
for other installment buying, for
)ersorial loans for automobile
home repair and modernization. Not in this category
are mortgage debt, charge
accounts and single payment
loans
Making repayments at a
regular rate takes nearly $1
out of every $6 that a family has
left after taxes.
In Calloway County, that
amounts to $95 per month per
family, on average.
The big question among
bankers and credit men is
whether the American public is
taking on more debt than it can
carry.
Their experience has been
that moat people use their
credit with discretion and do not
go overboard.

Mrs. Bailey Gore Honored Sunday
For Her Service To Girl Scouts_

After receiving a letter in the
mail today we are convinced
more than ever of the necessity
of people keeptng thetr dogs and
cats Under control
This good reader says that
she has tiog problems which we
feel sure are familiar with
anyone with a yard She has a
beautiful evergreen that some
dog is working on and we can
tell you from experience, a dog
can literally kill a growing
plant. We only had old Sport a
year or two and the shrubs are
just now recovering
If you have a really nice shrub
you want to protect, one way is
to put a low fence around it. You
can get this fence, about a foot
and one-half high, at any hardware store Just circle the plant
with it and this makes it difficult for any dog to get close to
the shrub.
We have two Mugho Pine we
think that's the way you spell
it), and the area dogs for some
relieve
reason
unknown
themselves right on top of it,
much to the distress of us and
the Pine.
Neighbors should assume that
their dogs and cats should stay
in their own yard, not presume
that they should be allowed to
roam wherever they want to
unless some neighbor complains. Few neighbors will
complain Of course they get
ulcers instead.
and
shrubs
Flowering
decorative trees cost money
and it irks people when some
big dog selects a particular
shrub or tree as his regular
restroom on his way through the
yard.
FREE PUPPIES
Puppies, one male and two
female, with mother as
registered German Shepherd,
are free to persons for pets. For
information call 435-6313.
,

The Weather
Fair and cooler tonight. Lows
te the 11;w e: mid 4. Increasing cloudiness and warmer
Tuesday with highs In the low
708. Outlook for Wednesday mild with chance of showers

lirs. Bailey(Betty) Goalies derwood said "I know of no one
tweeted for her -Outshining in Murray who has given more
Contribution to Girl Scouting in of her time, been more
Murray and Calloway County" generous with her abilities, and
In a surprise ceremony on more effective than Betty in
Sunday at the regular morning advancing the cause of Girl
worship services of the First Scouts in Calloway County. It is
a distinct privilege to honor
Christian Church
Lyle Underwood,chairman of Betty for her gracious Christian
as
the congargation, presented.01 serxice
rv
Gore eCrt:
-a
Mrs. Ihr°41
behalf of the congregation a
bouquet of red roses as an ex- gku,som leader for the past six
pression of their appreciation to years and currently is leader of
We. Gere- as well as a gilt, Troop &43 In addition ahe was
certificate for a rose bush of her the Neighborhood Chairman of
choice. Sunday was National Murray and Calloway County
for two years with over MO girls
Girl Scout Day.
In
his presentation Un- enrolled in the various
programs of the Girl Scouts of
the Bear Creek Council. She
served as Day Camp director
and was directly responsible for
clearing the land in a part of the
Fairgrounds on the Mayfield
Highway for day camp we so
Rev. E.A. Somers, former the Scouts could meet without
pastor of the West Fork Baptist expense of going to the lake. She
Church and Olive Baptist has also been a Cub Scout Den
Church, will be the evangelist mother for three years.
for revivatservices to be open
At the First Christian Church
today at seven p.m. at the she has been for thirteen years
Hamlet Baptist Church, located a kindergarten Sunday School
three miles east of Benton. teacher and currently teaches
Services will continue through in that department, and has
Sunday.
served in various capacities in
Calloway the Vacation Church School
former
The
minister is now serving as including
and
organizer
pastor of the Immanuel Baptist director for twelve years.
Church, Benton, flI., and is
She is a graduate of Murray
board of State University where her
serving on the
directors of the Illinois Baptist husband, Bailey Gore, is a
State Association.
professor. They have three
attended children, David, Emily, and
Rev. Somers
Murray State College while Betsy. She is currently teaching
serving as pastor of the West at the Lutheran Day KinFork and Olive Churches.
dergarten here in Murray.

Rev. E. A. Somers
Revival Speaker

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 60

Six accidents were investigated over the weekend by
the Murray City Police. No
injuries were reported by the
police in any of them.
The first accident occurred at
4:46 p.m. Friday at the inand
tersection
of 11th
Sycamore, and involved cars

Three Persons
Injured Sunday
In Accident

Three persons were injured in
an automobile accident Sunday
ofafternoon, according to
ficials of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Hospital officials said Carol
Franklin, 31, of Route One
Dexter, is listed in fair condition
this morning, after being
treated for multiple lacerations
and contustions.
Mrs. Franklin's Infant son,
Justin, was held for observation
and released this morning
Mrs. Rem& Hill, 69, Route
Dexter, was treated for an
One
The Murray High School
to the neck, and is listed
Cheerleaders placed second in injury
the First Region cheerleader in satisfactory condition this
competition held at St. Mary's morning at the hospital.
Details of the accident, which
Paducah,
School,
High
occurred near Almo were
Saturday morning.
unavailable this morning. The
-Placing- first and being injured persons were taken to
eligible for state competition at the hospital by a J.H. Churchill
Jerry Henry, 1400 Vine, has
the ambulance.
were
Louisville
made his formal announcement
cheerleaders from Heath High
for the pelt deity council from
School from the second district.
Ward B., Nardi( to Marvin
Murray High cheerleaders
Harris, county =art clerk.
had placed first in the fourth
Henry, the scii of Mr. and
district basketball tournament
Mrs. Eunice Henry, 218 S. 13th,
in cheerleading competition.
Pete Waldrop, b..15iness Is married to the former Sandra
Members of the squad are Jan
McClure, daughter of Mr. and
Purdorn, Denise Hook, Jan manager of the Houstonthe guest Mn. Grayson McClure.
was
Clinic,
McDevitt
Shuffett, Shelia McCuiston,
The Henry's have three
Lynn Hewitt, and Trine Nicks. IDMilfin-Dliaredity evening at,
Andy, 5, Leigh, 2, and
Their sponsor Is Miss Beth the regular meeting of the Phi children,
Beta lambda nrofessional (2ris, 10 months.
Broach.
Henry, 32, is assistant persociety at Murray
Placing second in the fourth business
sonnel manager at Tappan
State
University.
district competition and alma
Waldrop, who has been Manufacturing Company. He
sietarieg the ?Wet Restos
with the clinic four has been employed by Tappan
associated
competition Saturday were the
his remarks for the past eleven years.
directed
years,
Calloway County High School
Henry is a graduate of
toward members in the
cheerleaders who are Vickie
J_And
,4_4101
KIM/
,
art.ialamtna
whe
Pat tantb, Wendy Wttltarns;
and who are tended Murray State UniverMarsha Ernstberger, Gale to graduate
sity. He is a native of Calloway
employment
Broach, Lynn Erwin, and seeking
He advised jot) applicants to County.
Vickie Butterworth. Their
In his announcement, Henry
make a good first impression by
sponsor Is Mrs. Sue Outland.
a neat and complete said "I would like to have the
squads submitting
Other cheerleader
and by presenting a chance to represent the people
competing in the regional application
Waldrop also of Ward B,and .Lthink it is quite
appearance.
neat
competition were St. Mary's,
recommenced keeping an up-to- Important to serve on the
Sedalia, Farmington, Fulton
date personal data sheet listing council, now that the city has its
County, and Hickman County.
education and work experience. revenue sharing money, and I
A former business teacher think that there are several
Sigma Department Will
and basketball coach for seven existing programs that can use
years in Hopkins County, the money.
Hold Meeting Tonight
"I have lived in Murray a
Waldrop earned both the
master's long time," Henry continued. "I
and
The Sigma Department of the bachelor's
have watched it grow, arid
Murray Woman's Club will degrees at Murray State.
would like to have the chance to
meet tonight )Monday ) at 7:30
STUDY GROUPS
help Murray progress even
p.m. at the club house.
Two more homes have been further."
"Our Surroundings" is the
Henry has two brothers. Don,
theme of the program to be added to the list of those being
presented by the Clean Teens of opened for Bible Study sessions who is an insurance agent here,
'73, and Bobby, who is in the U. S.
for
Key
Calloway County High School, planned
Navy, serving aboard the Air
according to the scheduled evangelistic programs in
Craft Carrier Kennedy.
Murray and Calloway County
Program.
Henry is a former member of
Hostesses will be Mrs. Rob They will be Mr. and Mrs.
Ray, Mrs. Richard Stout, Mrs. Woodrow Rickman, 313 South the Optimists, and is a member
Louis Kerlick, Mrs. Bobby Nix 15th Street, and Mrs. Lillian of Lodge 105 Free and Accepted
Crawford, Mrs. Leonard Graves, 1507 Kirkwood, both at Masons. The Henry's are
Whitmer, and Mrs. Jerry Lee seven p.m. on Tuesday, March members of the First Baptist
Church.
13.
Hopkins.

ONE-WAY REVERSED...She ane-way streets ambit Robertson Elementary School were
reversed at the last meeting of the Wormy City Council, at the request of the school officials. Left to
right, city policeman Gene Parker, Robertson PTA safety chairman Teresa Burke, Chief of Police
James Brown,PTA president Jovre Thomas,and priecipal Dennis Taylor Staff Photo by David Hill

County Road Aid Program Gets Cheerleaders At
Allotment of $115,314 For Year Murray High
Place Second
Governor Wendell H. Feed
and Highway Commissioner
Charles Pryor, Jr., have announced the 1973-74 County
Road Aid Program for
Calloway County. It is based on
an allotment of $115,314 for the
coming fiscal year.
provides
program
The
maintenance for 333.6 miles of
county roads. The mileage
listed includes 146.5 miles of
blacktop and 167 1 miles of
traffic bound surface
The maintenance activities
authorized will be accomplished
by the Kentucky Department of
Highways and the Calloway
County Road Department,
The County Road Aid
Program began in 1936 when the
General Assembly seleeled hes
means of helping the various
counties of the Commoner...th
meet their responibilities for

local roads. It is supported by
an annual appropriation from
the Genral Road Fund
The appropriation for the
I fiscal year beginning July 1 is
I $13 million This sum is
distributed among the 120
(See Roads, Page 12)

'Calloway JV
Debaters Win
Regional Meet

tivifiiiiior
Citizens Planned
The Senior Citizens will meet
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the Ellis
Community Center, for quilting
and arts and crafts. Table
games only will be held from
one to five p.m.
Arts and crafts will be conducted from eleven am. to
noon on Wednesday at the
Westview Nursing Home, and
from 110 to three pm. on
the Douglass
Wednesday
Center will be open.
Thursday a potluck dinner
will be held at the Ellis Community Center and each one is
for St.
to wear something
Patrick's Day. A group sing will
be held in the afternoon.

The Calloway County High
School Junior Varsity Debaters,
composed of Gene Cleaver,
sandy Gray, Tommy Riley and
Ricky Wilkerson won first and
second place trophies by going
undefeated in debate competition Saturday.
Calloway defeated Trim&
County for the regional honors
and a trip to Lexington to
compete in the state tour_
aainent.
Vicki Pat Lamb and Wendy
Williams received superior
ratings and qualified for the
state tournament in duet acting.
The competition Saturday
was the first half of the
Regional Speech and Debate
Tournament. The second half,
which will include all of the
Individual events, will be held
next Saturday, March 17, at
Murray State University

House-to-House
Canvas Planned

About 90 Murray State
University coeds will solicit
donations from house-to-house
from 4:30 to 6 p.m Tuesday,
March 13, for the 1973 Calloway
County Easter Seal campaign.
Organized by the Women's
Student Government
Association on the campus, the
special project is the second
planned by Murray State
student groups. Members of
Sigma Phi Epsilon social
fraternity and the Men's Interdormitory Council manned
roadblocks at three key intersections Saturday to collect
donations from motorists.
Heading the house-to-house
canvass are Sharlene Martin of '
Steger, Ill., and Kathie McGee
of Middletown, Ohio Mrs Judy
Ra yburn, housing supervisor
on the campus, is working with
the WSGA group as a cochairman of special events for
the county.
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, associate
professor of agriculture at
Murray State, is the Calloway
County Easter Seal chairman
Tommy Bell of Lexington,
attorney and well-known sports
official, is serving as the
statewide chairman.
Established in 1923, the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
for Crippled Children and
Adults, Inc., provides therapies,
hospitalization, special
education, recreetion, camping
•
and other services.
for
Church
Girl
Day
the
Christian
Scout
by
National
First
on
Sunday
Mrs. Bailey Gore was hemmed
The campaign in Kentucky
worship
her 'outstanding Coot/Duties to Girl Scouting in Murray and Calloway" at the morning
this year extends through
services of the church. Lyle Underwood,chairman of the congregation, presented her with a bouquet
Easter Sunday, April 22
of red roses and gift certificate for a rose bush of her choke.
BOND SALES
The sale of Series F. and H
Savings Bonds in Calloway
County during January was
$23,922 and the new goal for 1973
is $299,000 Sales a year ago
were 121,031
In Kentucky, sales for the
month were $6,675,145 which
was 9.3 per cent of the new
annual goal of $71,200,000. Sales
a year ago were $6,272,637.

driven by Eddie L. Johnson,
Aeno, and Morris D. Nance, 114
S 10th, according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Johnston car was headed east
on Sycamore and the Nance car
was headed south on 11th,
pulling a boat and trailer.
Damage to the Johnson car was
to the right front, and damage
was reported to the Nance boat,
according to police.
The second accident occurred
at 12:36 p.m. Saturday, on Main
Street, and involved
cars
driven by Gladys M. Spann, 1006
S. 16th, and Margie C. Rickard,
of White Plains, Ky., according
to police.
Officers said the Spann car
was headed south on Main,
backing out of a parking place,
and the Rickard car was headed
east on Main when the accident
occurred. Damage to the
Rickard car was to the right
rear quarter-panel according to
police. No damage was reported
to the Spann car
At 506 p.m. Saturday, cars
See Accidents, Page 12

Jerry Henry
Announces For
City Council

Waldrop Speaks To
Business Fraternity

itosT AtCrORS IN STATE DRAMA FESTIVAL—The Kentucky High School Speech League state
drama festival was rondueeed recestly at ea- lebeenrityefletikselizesia these are- the beetweene
They are (front row, left to right) Michael Nugent, Ft. Knox high school, and John Watkins,
Waggener. iBack row) John Douglas, Tates Creek, Glyn Martin, Daviess County, and Scott Willis,
Murray. Martin was named best of the five. Thirteen schools, winners of regional, competition,
participated in the festival at the I "K Department of Theater Arts.
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New 3Rs: reason,
respect, rationality
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Ms. and Miz
-a—Welton Opie, publisher and editor.-ot.._The
Staunton Leader, has stirred up a fuss in the
newspapers' trade magazine, Editor and Publisher,
over the use of "Ms." for women. He insisted that
readers are entitled to know whether a woman in a
news story is married or not. That brought a tart
reply that women had the dine right to know as
men. "Tell us," wrote a gal reporter for the
Waterbury American, "is it Mr., Mr., Miss., or Ms.
Opie?"
Well, it's General Opie. That answers the question
but doesn't get to the point. The point here is that
Long
"Ms." is a happy addition to the vocabulary.
before women s tib became an agitated question,
there was the problem of how to write a female and
address her correctly. "Ms." is the perfect answer.
Down South, the problem is a written one. So far as
speaking is concerned, it's all the same. Mrs., Miss.,
and Ms.-they are all pronounced "Miz."—Roanoke
Va.) Times.

Old Stuff, Arthur
The advice of Arthur F. Burns, chairman of the
Board, to the budget-bleary
Federal Reserve
except for one thing. The
good
is
housewife
housewife is far ahead of him.
Burns suggests the way to combat rising food
prices is to have a voluntary meatless day every
week. Spend less on meat and more on cheese, he
urges.
Right! Having dined on cheese rarebit one night
this week, and soup and salad on another, we think
we can get the hang of it. What's your next brainstorm, Mr Burns? --Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial
Appeal.

Ten Years Ago Today
'

LEDGER, a TIMIts FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Hattie Collins, age 79, on
March 9, Baxter Clark, age 62, on March 11, and
—
MM.Mohler- Key, age tit, toctay.
W.Z. Carter, former Superintendent of City
Schools and presently director of education of the
Department ei-Correetions.ol Kentucky,- will speak.
at a Criminology and Delinquency Class study at
Murray State College, on March 14.
Mrs. Jo Crass has been named chairwoman for the
Calloway County Campaign for Ned Breathitt for
governor of Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs W. Beale announce the engagement
of their daughter. Patricia Jo, to Alvie Neal Sellars,
son of Mr and Mrs. Robert Buchanan of Paducah.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•Maas rill
Sam Foy,father of S.V. Foy of Murray, died at his
home on Wingo Route One yesterday morning.
Over 600 persons applied March 10, for employment applications at the Calloway Manufacturing Company on East Poplar Street.
Bobby Frank Pickard and Wilma Jo Warren have
been named as "Outstanding Boy and Girl" in the
senior class at Lynn Grove High School.
Births reported are a boy to Dr. and Mrs. Louis C.
Ryan,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Roberts, both
on March 7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCuan on March 8.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Now the God of patience and consolation grant
you to be likeminded one toward another'according
to Christ Jesus.—Romans 15:5.
It is said that little men quarrel about the things on
which they disagree whereas big men discuss the
things on which they do agree.

Isn't It The Truth!

I.

,

by Carl Riblet Jr.
One thing that people on the make in politics soon
learn when they first come to-the City of Lost Content on the banks of the polluted Potomac, is that in
national affairs you cannot be true to your friends
most of the time. Ask the man or woman who rises
to speak in committee, who sits to listen over
in
punches
the
with
rolls
martinis, wild
bureaucracies and who lies down and rolls over
when barked at Truth in government is the
greatest, all-time casualty of government
"All men are born truthful, and
die liars."
—Vauvenargues

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL
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SARASOTA, Fla. — "Our
universities are the training
grounds for the barbarians of
the future," observed the social critic Jack Schwartzman
back in 1951, "those Who, in
the guise of learning, shall
come forth loaded with pitchforks of ignorance and cynicism, and stab and destroy
the remnants of human civilization."
In the n years since this
caustic(Xmnation of moducation was deer high
ern
livered, an entire generation
of Americans has passed
through the American university system, many going on
become teachers. When one
views the wreckage of modern education over the last
two decades, was Schwartzman really that far out in his
judgment'
In the 1960s the college
campuses of this country
were, indeed, the seemingly
••training grounds for the barbarians of the future."
Now in the 1970s the violence and unrest which rocked
higher education has reached
down into the high school and
elementary levels.
In city after city in this
country, school systems are
under virtual siege from
criminal elements from without and disruptive and undisciplined students from wittun.
The traditional three Rs have
been replaced by another

tk

vid

Coploy %levee Service

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

Local control best
for federal programs?

Now in her third year with
the school of "Adventure In
The Three Rs," the former
dancer turned teacher is highly critical of public education
because it seems to have "no
purpose, no principles, and no
goals." She believes, moreover, that when teaching does
not "realize ideas manifesting
themselves in physical action" it is not education, but a
waste of time, money, and the
potential of children's endless
capacity for .self-educaUon.
Students here are taught to
make their own judgments
about differences and similarities, even judging graduation of various colors and
sizes of physical objects
Sight, sound, and touch are
employed in teaching language for the specific purpose
of providing a child the totality of she spoken and written
word.
"My goal is to give them the
tools to educate themselves,"
she tells you. "It is my firm
conviction that theoretically a
child should and can be independent at 8
"The problem is that parents become so dependent on
their children that they too often impede and even retard a
child's independent potential.
-There are no problem children," she adds. "there are
just problem parents."

trio: rape, robbery and riot.
Here In Sarasota at a private school, "Adventure in
the Three Rs" (formerly
known as the First Montessori
Schuol of Sarasota , a 17-yearold Medford, Oregon-born
educator is teaching another
set of three Rs reason, respect and rationality, with
spectacular Aiccess. Taunta
LThubb holds the.unconvenClonal notion that school for
her children, numbering some
24 and ranging in ages from-4
to 8, is "not play, but work."
View a class of Miss
Chubb's, however, and the
"work" looks very much like
"play" which her students
cannot wait to encounter each
school day.
The secret of her remarkable success is that anything
and everything in the school
has "purpose" and "reason"
for being. Unlike other
schools with classes of comparable size and age groups,
Miss Chubb constantly emphasizes to her students that
each is an individual, unique,
and with a mind which he or
she can use to solve problems.
"I really used my rnuid to
solve that problem," exclaimed a Joyful 4-year-old.
"The difference, among
many," Miss Chubb tells you
of her students, "is that children here know their minds
can solve problems and they
are appreciated for their
uniqueness, they get pleasure
from difference, they delight
in their difference "

Jeffrey St. John is a CBS
Radio Network -Spectrum"
commentator and is seen on
the CBS-TX' "Morning News"
with John Hart.)

pals, when faculty is given inmean that the Title I average
centives to perform, when
is less than seven-tenths of a
"risk capital" is provided,
month' If that is true, it is
when there is tight internal
questionable to claim great
Federal programs to im- - control and strict accountsuccess.
ability, when parents are Inprove reading and arithmetic
Some reading test specialMarch 8, 1.173
volved and when bureaucrats
skills can work if they are
ists doubt that standardized
ADULTS lei
federal
reguand
locally
hamstringing
and
their
controlled
tests are accurate enough to
NURSERY. 1
Conoff,
lations are kept away
officials keep hands
measure such differences and
Although he seems to supsign by the sun and can only be
gress has been told.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
they question the signifiFRANKFORT, Ky.—Political
port continuation of the ESEA
removed by stripping in the
cance
Charles L. Blaschke. preshighway
Darlene
over
placed
Louella
Mrs
stickers
and Title I, Blaschke's recomDepartment's shops. Even if
ident of Education Turnkey
Blaschke's reports of sucand
Girl,
hazards
and
Baby
are
safety
signs
Smotherman
carried
be
could
mendations
peeled off immediately, the
Systems, Inc., testified before
cess in Dade County Miami
add substantially to road
Route 6, Murray.
education
under
as
out
easily
is
the
of
sign
coating
reflective
Laand
the House Education
Fla and Grand Rapids,
maintenance costa, Highway
revenue sharing. He calls tor
DISMISSALS
the sticker.
bor Committee recently on
Mich., with retarded but .i•cal decision-making and
Commissioner Charles Pryor, removed with
Master Jun Eric Hutson,
Replacing a typical highway
continuing the Great Society's
educable children lack the
Jr., has said.
control, better management,
sign so defaced costs the -Route 7, Murray, Muss Juta
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Appealing to candidates
performance-based accountDepartment about $30 and Jones,lifurray, Mrs. Katie Neil
Elementary and Secondary
informatuxi
whose campaign will soon be
and flexibility obability
taxcost
It
Act
Education
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underway for county offices,
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other
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from federal intervention.
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such
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or even take a life.
school districts in 20 states
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there were undoubtedly Murray, Kenny Mason Rogers,
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for states and major school
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The savings are attributed to
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Department's
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—
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blank
of
sort
a
help us do away with these Bailey, Route 2, Murray, Mrs.
needed resurfacing and other
Thousands of children are
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some schoolmen have been
Mattie Heath, Route 5, Murray
hazards and expenses "
maintenance activities," he
involved in Title I projects
heresy in this day of emphasis
demanding for years
will
year
fiscal
this
which
continued.
on small group instruction
The real concern among
spend about $1.5 billion NearTraffic engineers say that the
school people is that they
federally
said
Blaschke
ly all previous evaluations of
decals are quickly' bonded to a
might not get as much money
best
work
projects
funded
Title I show little educational
as they want and there is
when decision-making is deleimprovement. That is one of
Ends TUE.
nothing new about that
princiand
teachers
to
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the reasons the Nixon adrrundismantle
istratton plans to
the ESEA and include Title 1
with five other education proMarch 9, 1973
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package for fiscal
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THE NATURE OF TIME;
are at stake.
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hart, Winston; 191 pages;
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NANCY
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Roy
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Murray,
Kirkwood,
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operating
— is negligible at the speeds
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TECHNIC01.08
the
by
clock
live
People who
contracts with extensive
we know on earth. There Keith Steele, Hardin, Miss
take time for granted. It's the
teacher, principal and parent
would be only a minute differ- Angela Gay Hoke, Route 2 Box
time you get up, the torte you
involvement that seem to be
ence, for instance, between 354, Murray, Master Alan Dean
go to work, and the time you
helping pupils.
the rate of time recorded in an Gibbs, 917 N. 18th Street,
.....
go to bed.
His firm has contracts with
airliner and that recorded by Murray, Richard Rudd Cullom,
But time itself is a mystery
Ends TUE.
the projects. If the evidence
a clock at rest on the earth. Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
-- if you really think about it.
holds up, they could be Title
But, says Whitrow, "the near- Mrs. Bettye Dobson, Route 2,
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er the relative velocity of the Wingo, Mrs. Mayme Bell
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has thought a lot about it.
vti Iill 111
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C14.COOKING Homemakers Lesson
FUN On Rugs Conducted
.
By Marian Bartlett
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Miss Marian Bartlett, Home
v . •••'!
:
Furnishings Specialist with
....,, „,.
Home Economics Extension of
GOOD DINNER
the
University of Kentucky,
Vegetable Clam Chowder
—VI
presented the lesson on
Minute Steaks
Salad Bowl
Bread Tray "Designing of Latched Rugs"
i
Monday, March 12
Fresh Fruit
Beverage and "How to Latch Hook the
RiIntel by members of Music
Women's Group of St. John's Edu .-.sitors National Conference
CLAM
VEGETABLERug" on Tuesday, March 6, at
CHOWDER
Episcopal Church will meet at will be at seven p.m . in the
the First United Mehtodist
Delicious'
But even better church.
..
the home of Mrs. Jules Har- Fan ell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
after It stands so flavors develcourt, 1710 Magnolia, at 730 Builling, MSL!
Miss Bartlett graduated from
assa
op
p.m.
I.1/4 cup butter
•
s'
ew
1 tablespoon minced onion
Providence
1/2 cup coarsely grated white
Abigail Van Buren
The Sigma Department of the Ho iemakers Club will meet
•
or yellow turnip, slightly
Murray Woman's Club will with Mrs. Terry Housden at
packed
meet at the club house at 7:30 one p.m.
DEAR ABBY: Greg and I have been married for six
1/2 cup coarsely grated carrot,
p.m. with Mesdames Rob Ray,
yeafs (no children) and I thought we were getting along
slightly
packed
iris Road Homeakers
m
Richard Stout, Louis Kerlick,
*
rather well when suddenly, after a trivial argument, he
1/2 cup minced celery
-4
. will most with Mrs.Lucille.it•.:„
Bobby MX Claw-told, Leonard
_ . i....
walked out and didn't come home that night . I was frantic
'
Af.
I can t8 ounces) chopped clams
: at one p.m.
ilPI
Whitmer, and Jerry Lee
The next day I called him at work and hia receptionist
1 can • 3 ounces chopped butay
Hopkins as hostesses.
said he was busy and would call me back He never called.
APP"'
ter-broiled mushrooms
..
I
estside Homemakers Club
And he didn't come home that night either I phoned his
3/4 teaspoon salt
jeCasea
Murray Chapter of National will meet with Mrs. Charles
office again and got the same treatment
1/8 teaspoon white pepper
,• dm
•
Secretaries will meet at the Col man at 12:30 p.m.
Finally I went to his office and waited for him outside.
2 cups very hot milk
1 1/2 tablespoons ('arnstarch
He said he was fed up with married life and he was coming
Administration Building,
,
_.
blended with 3 tablespoons
for his clothes that night, which he did
nnyside Homemakers Club
Murray State University, at
cold water
All he said was he would stay married to me if 1
will meet with Mrs. Jimmy
seven p.m.
l J.
111 1/2 cup heavy cream
agiskl to let him come and go with no questions asked
Kellco at 10: 30 a.m.
i
In a medium saucepan melt
.
11
Also, u he felt like taking me somewhere he would, but I
bitattie Bell Hays of the United
1
the butter, add onion, turnip,
wasn't to ask HIM. Finally, he didn't want to see my face
Methodist Women of First
ring Fashion Show for both
• - '.14410
carrot and celery, simmer
around his place of business
Church will meet at seven pin. men and women, sponsored by
about 5 minutes Add clam liqI have seen a priest and a lawyer. They both said I
at the churcch
the Music Department of the
uid
•
reserve
clams),
mushAlice
Jarman
should either accept Greg on his terms, or let him go. I am
Murray Woman's Club will be
Marian Bartlett
rooms 1 including liquid). salt.
35 but people say I look 25 He's 32, and looks 45. What do
Board of Directors of Quota held at the University School
pepper and hot milk Stir in the Alma, Nebraska High
.. To Conduct Forum
School
you think'
BEWILDERED
Au
torium
at
7:30 p.m.
cornstarch mixture, cook over
Club will meet at Triangle Inn
has
moderate heat, stirring con- ancl
at 5:30 p.m.
DEAR
BEWILDERED:
I
think
year
husband's terms
i s
University
aofRNebraska
S.fr fin
nd
ueg
ta:
h.
stantly. until thickened and
Gr'OUP6 of the First Baptist
are absurd. H 1 were you I'd lay, "bye bye" while I still
M
from Teachers
boiling
cream,
Add
clams
and
Ch
•ch
will
meet
as
follows.
"looked 2 "
Group III of the First
5.
reheat but don't boil Makes University of New York. Miss
Women
Christian Church CWF will Bap
Bartlett has been the Home
s cups
about
with
Young
1st
meet at the home of Mrs. Kirk Mrs Gilbert Mathis and Annie
DEAR ABBY A friend of mine told me that her husFurnishings Specialist in
Armistrong with Mrs. Paul
Pool at 7:30 p.m.
band has a very coarse and heavy beard, so he shaves
Lexington since 1953. She was
'
Lyotis, Jr., at 9:30 a.m.; Group
Alice Jarman, Director of program will be presented in
every night before he goes to bed so his stubble doesn't
formerly Home Demonstration
Calloway County. Agricultural fledith Mrs. Richard Walker at Martha White's Test Kitchens, the Murray State University
irritate her tender face when they cuddle during the night
Agent
in
Bourbon
County.
Council will have a dinner ten Sm.; Group III with Mrs. Nashville, Tenn., will be the Student Union Ballroom. The
When I told my husband how sweet and considerate I
meeting at Triangle Inn at 6:30 Earl Miller at two p.m.
:ell Extension Home Furthought that was, he said, "He sounds like a first-class )erk
guest speaker at a Food Forum second program will be
from
speaker
guest
with
a
rushing bulletins are written by
p.m
to me"
being arranged by the Pur- presented on Friday, March 16,
Pi,rents of St.
Leo's chase
Westvaco, Wickliffe.
Marian Bartlett and Kathryn
You see, I told my husband that story for a reason, but
at the Paducah Jaycee Civic
Area
Extension
Coo ierative Preschool will Homemaker's
Sebree
be didn't get the hint. Maybe If you print this, he'll catch
Organization. Center.
Group IV of First Christian mee : at
the home of Mr. and The Food Forum will be open to
The United Methodist Women
Those attending the lesson
on
The programs are being
TENDER FACE
Church CWF will meet in the
Mrs. Tom Muehlman, 1620 the public and is to be presented arranged by county foods of the Hazel Church met in the were: Dorothy Pridemore and
home of Mrs. Steve Shaw, 745
DE.AR
FACE:
Sometimes the best approach is the
leaders in the purchaie Area home of Mrs. Olga Freeman on Peggy Jennings, Sunnystde
Mag nolia, at seven p.m.
two days in the area.
Nash Drive, at 7.30 p in Mrs.
erre* approach. Quit hinting, mid tel your porcupirre
'Nesday, February 77, for the Club; Sylvia Puckett and Opal
Curtsinger.
Pat
Thursday,
the
and
March
Mrs.
On
15,
what's oa your mind.
David Roos will be in charge of
Se Mot- Citizens will see a
Marshall County Extension fourth session of the study on Shoemaker, New Providence
the program.
India.
petS!en drafting by Mrs. Ruby
Club;
Eula
Mae
Doherty,
Penny
Home Economist,
DEAR ABBY: I am a school teacher with a serious
Mur ph), at the Ellis Center at
Mrs. Freeman, president, Club; Toni Hopson, Pottertown
Registration will be heki each
The Baptist Young Women of
bronchial condition The doctor told me I should not evert be
day
from 9,15_945. There will opened the study with a prayer. Club; Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
ten
i.m.
.
the Memorial Baptist Church
where others are smoking Well I out a sign u in m
---•-•
be an admission fee of $1.00 for Mrs. D.N. White, coordinator Coldwater Club; Mary Logi' „
• p
y
will meet in the home of Mrs.
apartment
reading "Thanks for not smoking"for
Christian
Global
Parent-Teacher
School
Concerns,
I.yles,
izel
Night Owls Club; Eta
adults and 50 cents for students.
Kaye Doran, 1613 Ryan, at
Everyone
who
has
come
to
visit
me
has
respected
that
arrangements
Clu will meet at seven p.m.
'Thwii al CsiistrY Club;request. and I really appreciated it. Last weak I had
seven p.m.
ranee-fling H°Pidna
The Program will begin at 9:*' made
and
a few
with the executive board to
adjourn by noon. Refreah.. a special mission protect for Mrs. Alton Cole, Penny Club;
guest,
who
had
never visited me before. When one of them
win Johnny Adams opened merit
,will he served and al, India, sponsored by the Paris, Carolyn Curry and Myra Yates.
meetI at 6 . 30 p. m . at the shc001.
saw the sign, she said, "Don't think I am staying here and
Note change in date from her home for the February 21st proximately 25 door prizes will District.
Pacers Club; Sqe Archer and
Tueedey, March U
not smoking. Give me an ashtray!"
Coordinator of Christian Barbara Harrell, Wadesboro
Murray Branch of the AAUW Thus.sday.
meeting of the Contemporary be given away.
When I told her I didn't have any ashtrays she asked
Mrs,
Personbood,
Was
John
horns
of
the
Club;
Mrs.
at
will meet
Charlie Stubblefield
Homemakers Club.
Miss Jarrnan's theme will be
for a dish. I refused. I served coffee, and she and the
Wednesday,
March
14
tiara Eagle and Mlaa Ruby
The president, Mrs. Fred "Bake A Good Feeling" minium McCollough, reminded the and Nelda Cook, New Concord
others smoked and used their cups for ashtrays
rcles of United Methodist Gillum ,
Simpson, 111 Hickory Drive, at
presided. Mrs. Leroy will give a demonstration with members that the Call to Club.
Abby, I couldn't believe It. I didn't want to hurt thorn,
emphasis on =ins new products Prayer and Self
Denial
len of First Church will Frazier read the minutesand
7 30 p m
but
I hurt myself That night I couldn't sleep, and the next
.
t at 7:30 p.m as follows: called the roil with members in oki recipes.
program would be held March
day I couldn't use my voice to speak to my students
.
nah
with
Mrs.
Fred
M
orton.
,
H
anawarkaiorithauwateircitmbe
_ . mu Jarman is known to be g.
Circles of United Methodist
So what can I do about rude, inconsiderate people who
Sunset Drive, Ruth Wilson first
•
Women of First Church will
president,
George one of the South's leading home
DS arJUTLIBILLLX:IS
e' Agles• seeeellet
Mrs. Gillard Ross, 1613f1 Washington, or the sixteenth economists having been with of program
meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows:
resource and
DEAR
ist.
and
INSULTED:
Wesleyan
You
with
Mrs
can
tell THEM loot me I that
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. James
president, Abraham Lincoln, Martha White for 20 years Her director of the study,
used for
yogi cannot tolerate saiske, t• they will have to make a
'Frank;'/Iltr.
11115011,
"
- • • Mrs,. Adams WWI Mr*. Gillum television appearances and her the text, "Ask An Indian About
911 Cauthil" 15ali -Ski
choice between your elalapany sad their elgarets. Bon say
Miss Gayle Rogers, March
Maryleona Frost with Mrs. W.
presented the lesson on personal
baking
demon- India," by Blase Levai.
it like yea mean ic
iildren's Concerts. spon- "Mexican Foods,"
E. Watson, Route Four, and
strabons all over the South have
Other resources were used 17th bride-elect of David Butler •
was
honored
with
a
recipe
and
Alice Waters with Mrs. Bryan sored by the Music Department
A lesson on "Sugar Molds" made her known to many during the four stuth meeting.
kitchen showier at the borne of
Tolley, 1323 Main, with the week of ie Murray Woman's Club, was given by Mrs. Lynn thousands of homemakers as
pres
by
of prayer and self denial
During the social hour Mrs. Eugene Russell, New
"Led
the Murray State Robinson. She said these make -Miss Alice.Urnsrersity Symphonic Band, very
In private life she Is Mrs refreshments were served by Concord Road, on Thursday,
Program.
beautiful
Easter
Paul
Shanan• conductor, will be decorations and the club voted Alice Jarman
an Penuel. And lives the assistant hostesses, Mrs. March 1, at seven o'clock in the
,
at 9:
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 '
aim and 1.25 pril at the inset up a workday in March to at her ancestral home in Leland Shrader and Mrs. 011ie evening
s._
Hostesses for the prenuptial
Order of the Eastern Star will MSI.1 auditorium.
Lascassas, Tennessee, near Hughes, to the thirteen memmake these decorations.
occasion
were
Mrs.
Russell,
visitor
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
The calendar for special Murfreesboro. Her husband, bers and one
Wimien of the Oaks C-ountry interest
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, Miss
p.m.
lessons for February Jack and daughter, Pattie, are
Clu will play bridge at 9.15 and
Martha
Wiaehart, and Miss
March was listed by Mrs
1
blessed with a wife and mother
4
Karen Russell.
Quota Club will meet at 12 a.m with Doris Rose 753-3690 as Gillum.•
w whose cooking is unmatched
Two
parents
,s.
hosti
s.F
or
,
the
occasion
the
honoree
noon at the Triangle Inn
Mrs. Adams served refresh- in its excellencechose to wear a red and offSt=shine Homemakers Club metes to Mrs. Leroy Frazier,
not necessary?
As Director of Martha White's
white pant suit and was
Murray TOPS Club will meet will meet with Mrs. Linda Bray Mrs. Lynn Robinson, Mrs, Fred Test Kitchens, it is her duty to
Children may not need to
flowerspresented a corsage of spring2:30
p.m.
at the Health Center at 6:30 at 1
Gillum, Mrs. Johnny Herndon, test Martha White products to
be reared by both parents to
p.m.
and a visitor, Mrs. Jennifer Hill insure that they meet the
learn the different roles men
Games were played after
attertown HornemakersClub
and women customarily play
The March 14th meeting at Company's quality standards,
which Miss Rogers opened her
in society. Results of a recent
will meet at Holiday Inn at ten one p.m. will be with Mrs. to develop new products for
F'aculty recital by J.E
cross-national study of four,
many useful gifts and recipes
consumer use, and to develop
Williams, trombone, will be at a. •
Johnny Herndon.
five, and six year olds Inds
for the guests to view. The
new recipes using their
8.15 p m in the Recital Hall
thatat reeveanbse
•
chnitldarnd
en wwhose
hostesses presented her with a
Rill) Murray Homemakers
• ,,•
products. In this area, Miss • fathers
Annex, Fine Arts Building,
hose
cookbook
recipe
file.
Clu j will meet with sirs. se
al
Jarman was instrumental in
MSU.
mothers must work have umRefreshments of pie, coffee,
..... •
C. lenry at 12:30 p.m.
YentiOnal notions about parendeveloping
of
a
line
and Cokes were served from the
tel roles
cene Of Pleasant
prerneasured baking mixes that
dining room table covered with
Like youngsters in homes
)uth
Pleasant
are now sold nationwide.
Grove
.
where fathers are present,
a blue cloth and centered with a
nernakers Club will
Miss J
an's professional
meet
fathers
these
as
see
children
colonial
bouquet.
witi i Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall at
home economics career began
breadwinners, leaders and
Approximately
twenty-five
one p.m.
The
home of Mrs. Dan upon graduation from Hundiciston makers, even though
persons were present or sent
Billington was the scene of the tingdon College, Montgomery,
the mother assumes these
mternporary Homemakers February 21st meeting of the Alabama, where she majored in
gifts•
roles in -homes where fathers
are absent.
Clu b will meet with Mrs. South
Grove home economics. Before
Pleasant
Jo my Herndon at one p.m. ' Homemakers Club. Mrs. coming to Martha White, she
The study reaching these
Barbara Jeeell
conclusions was supported by '
president, was employed as a home
Milford
Orr,
the National Institute of Mena
DRY AIR IS
irl Scout program will be presided.
economist by Union Electric
tal Health, an agency of the
A BIG PROBLEM
hel i at University School
Mrs. Bob Orr presented the Company in St. Louis, 'The
U S. Department of Health,
Right now is the time of year au itorium at 7130 p.m.
main lesson on "Decorative Wheat Flour Institute in
Fsiucation and Welfare
when indoor flowers and plants
Chicago,
two
other
and
Trim." She gave many helpful
Miss Susan Melber, brideare most likely to suffer from
'Style
seers Homemakers Club hints for u.se on both old and new nationally-known milling firms.
elect of Steve Knight, was
that great culprit known as dry
She is an active member of
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the clothes.
air This tr, the season when
complimented with a surprise
home heat is at its highest and
Home
Tennessee
pye Shoppe and then go to
The devotion was given by the
personal shower at the home of
humidity is at its lowest, due
home of Mrs. Wayne Curry Mrs. lames Boyd. Mrs. Ellis Economics Association, and has
Mrs. Dennis Travis on Tuesday,
to the fact that the heat drys
r.
,..
Paschall read the minutes and held several offices in that
out the air This can mean
February 20, at seven o'clock in
at
supplemcroc
Vitamin
A
death for your indoor plants.
organization. She has served as
called the roll.
the evening.
all ages to adolescence should
If your heating system does
he
New
Concord
Chairman
of the Nashville
given
notes
Landscape
not be given except when diewere
The hostesses for this event
not include humidifying equipnernakers Club will meet at by Mrs. Ellis Paschall and Home Economics in Business
tary habits exclude slairY
were Mrs. Travis, Miss
ment, then you should consider
p.m. at the home of Mrs. home furnishing hints were by Section of the American Home
products and vegetables. in
purchasing a small commercial
Deborah Burchett, and Mrs.
the opinion of the Nutrition
humidifier. If this is not fean Livesay.
Economics Association. She has
Autry
McReynolds.
Mrs.
Ronnie Phillips. They presented
Committee
Canadian
of
the
sible, at least put a pan of water
pediatric society, mother
Recreation WRS lead by WS. been a member til the
Miss Melber a corsage of white
on top of the heating unit The
Club
rts
will
and
Crafts
Chicago
goes
the
Executive
Board of
Jackie Butterworth.
heated water from the pan
exception is when infants are
carnations and also a long skirt
add
to
vapor
as
a
air
it at the home of Mrs. C. B.
into the
given foods based on unfortiDelightful refreshments were Home Economics in Business
and blouse.
moisture to the air. Protect your Fo d at 2:30 p.m.
fied skimmed or partly skins
Section. She has served as
served by Mrs. Billington.
Colors of pink and purple
plants.
med
111 II 11.11 11.1f
milk
in
which
case
the
Secretary-Treasurer
of
the
,
not
.
present,
Others
. d,
Lovely flowers are our busiwere carried throughout the
should
arris Grove Homemakers previously mentioned, were Missouri Home Economics
innarr
;
il nl
ea
ness. Let us fill your floral
en
c'
eed5
;
) iTliT dur
ail,:shower.
y
needs. We deliver locally and Clu 3 will meet with Mrs. Alfred Mrs. Raymond story, sirs. Association.
After the many lovely gifts
Overdosing with vitamin A is
also wire flowers to distant Tai lor at one p.m.
Hallet Stewart, Mrs. Max
—
dangerous.
were opened, refreshments of
cities. Let us prepare your next
tiara' gift.
Parka, Mrs. Clifton E. Jones, SleevelessThe committee term.
cake and punch were served to
Ant recital of Craig Weing, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, Mrs. William
mends that preparations with
---ON'S
those present. Out of town
Ze
llie sleeveless dres:s most
more than 10,000 IU in era_
trurnpet, Ten City, Ind" and Gerald Paschall, Nnl. Anna
1
• .
I
v guests. innluded Mrs. Ronnie
l notbe a •1..
gk. dose shoud
to be seen this spring aeries .
Bruce Sodersstrom. trumpet, Kelley, and Mrs. Kent Simpson, with matching jacket-either
Phillips awl Mrs. Don Travis,
able
without
a
physician's
.
I.a ewaid, N.Y., will be at 8:30
The next meeting will be held
matching or contrasting with
both of Paducah.
prescnption (In the U.S sin12th at Poplar St.
Murray,
Square
Court
Ky.
. in the Farrell Recital Hall, March 14 at one p.m. at the
gle dose capsules with 2,C,000
bright stripes, geometries Or
Twenty-two, persons were
753-6100
Fin e Arts Center, MSU.
IU are common )
strong Pattern.
home of Mrs. Ellis Paschall.
Present or sent gifts.
,
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Making her an offer
she ought to refuge
By

a

Home Economist From Nashville Featured
At Food Forum For Purchase Homemakers

Methodist Women
Of Hazel Meet At
The Freeman Home

Mrs. Johnny Adams
Hostess For Meet
Contemporary Club

Recipe And Kitchen
ower-Grveri for
Miss Gayle Rogers

.....i....4....7 _____LISSUI-Trsia

billington Home Is
S
Grove Club Meeting

Miss Susan Melber
Honored At Shower
At Travis Home

Don't overdo
the vitamin A

Show

Tuesday, March 13 - 7:30 p.m.
University School Auditoriurn

Ad m.'1'

Sponsored by Music Department
Murray Woman's Club

prippii,
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StoreI
—
TitoHappy
Yellow
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Arizona State Earns Honor'
Of Meeting UCLA In Tourney

Adult Basketball Pairings
Bank of Murray
Bye
630 pm Wednesdak

Palace Cafe
6 30 p.m 1 uesday

Wallace Book Store
Vanderbilt Chem.
6 30 p m Monday

Eakers
7:30 p.m. Tuesday

7:00 p.m. Friday

Astro Car Wash
Bye

7 30 pm Moods)

Jones & Barnett
7:30 p.m. Wednesday

Lax & Edmonds
Bye

Park Adult League
Tourney To Start
Trevino Vaults Into
Leading Money Spot
085-yard Blue Monster course
at the Doral Country Club.
.01 Ike.
efilirraiOnnosnisr-par 65
an the final round-his card included nine threes-and tied
with Weiskopf for second at
277, one stroke behind Trevino
Weiskopf holed a 313-foot birdie
putt on the final hole for a 67.
Ralph Johnston and Rod
Curl, a pair of non-winning tour
regulars, tied for fourth at 180,
with Jerry Heard and Dave Hill
another shot back at 281. Hill
and Heard each got to within
one stroke of Trevino at one
stage of the final round before
folding
Jack Nicklaus, the 1772
champion and the pre-tourney
favorite, never was in contention. He had a final round 69
for 235 and a tie and 16th
place-his poorest finish of the
year.

Sports
In Brief
Kathy
HOUSTON
Whitworth earned the 120,000
first prize at the S&H Green
Stamp Ladies' Classic, scoring
by two strokes over Mary
Mills.
AUTO RACING
MALLORY PARK, England
- Jean Pierre Jarier of
France, driving a BMW powered March, averaged 112.75
miles per hour in winning the
first event counting toward the
European Formula Two championship.
BRISTOL Tern. - Rain halted the Southeastern 500 Grand
National itock car race with
Cale Yarbrough in the lead.
The event will resume on
March 25

C

In the Midwest at Houston,
it's South Carolina against Missouri Valley Conference tithst
Memphis State and Southwestern Louisiana vs. Kansas
State.
In the East at Charlotte,
N.C., Syracuse will play Maryland and Penn faces Providence.
In the Mideast at Nashville,
Tenn., Marquette faces Big Ten
diampion Indiana and Austin
Peay will play Kentucky, winner_in_the Sonihvsstern Conference-. The West Regional will
be held at UCLA's Pauley Pa
lion in Los Angeles.
Although drawing a bye in
the first round of the playoffs,
UCLA still had some work to
do over the weekend. The
Bruins wrapped up their reguSaturday's results set up the
lar Pacific-8 Conference season
pairings for Thursday's semiwith a 76-56 victory over Southfinals in the four regions.
ern California.
The Big Ten Conference and
Atlantic Coast Conference also
finished their seasons. Indiana
notched an NCAA berth, winning the Big Ten with a 77-72
victory over Purdue while Minnesota was upset by-' Northwestern 79-74. North Carolina
sion playotf berth.
State tripped Maryland 76-74 in
Artis Gilmore and Rick the ACC playoff finale. HowMount sparked a third period ever, Maryland will represent
burst, enabling the Kentucky the league in the NCAA play Colonels to maintain an 18 point offs because North Carolina
lead at the end of the period State is under NCAA suspenenroute to a 37 pouil pasting of sion because of recruiting violathe Denver Rockets.
tions

In the Mideast, Marquette
scored a 77-62 victory over
Miami of Ohio, the Mid-American Conference champion, and
Ohio Valley Conference winner
Austin Peay nipped Jacksonville 77-75.
South Carolina eliminated
Southwest Conference champion Texas Tech 78-70, and
Southwestern Louisiana smothered Houston 102-119 in the Midwest Regional.
In the East, Syracuse took an
83-32 decision over Furman the
top team in the Southern COOference; Ivy League champion
Penn edged St. John's N.Y. 6261, and Providence registered
an 89-76 triumph over St. Joseph's, Pa., the winner in the
Middle Atlantic Conference.

Cougars Lose Third Game Straight;
Fall To Indiana Pacers On Sunday

Douglas All Stars

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Cisif UMW
htistohli
sighed wearily. "1 aged 10 years on this one.
So many guys got so close. I
could have finished third or
fourth," he said
But, the man with the pressure-proof nerves didn't. He
won. responding to a stretch
challenge with a pair of birdies,
and a crucial putt on the final
hole.
Trevino, now winner of two
tournaments in three weeks,
blew a four-stroke lead before
staging a dramatic rally for a
one-stroke victory over Bruce
Crampton and Torn Weiskopf in
the Doral-Eastern Open Golf
Tournament Sunday.
The 130,000 first prize boosted
Trevino's money winnings to
698,543 and vaulted him into the
No. 1 money-winning spot this
year, ahead of Crampton, the
leader since he took consecutive titles at Phoenix and
Tucson early this season.
"Yeah, I'm the leading money winner," Trevino agreed,
"But I'm taking two weeks off,
and I won't be when I get
back."
Crampton. an Australian
veteran enjoying the best season of his 17-year career on the
American tour, agreed "I'm
confident I'll get it back," he
said
He came very close to retaining it. Trevino finished with a
276 total, 12-under-par on the 7,-

NCAA
the
in
games
By' KEN RAPPOPORT .
Tournament.
Writer
Sports
Press
Associated
With a first-round victory
The UCLA Bruins begin
Arizona State earned
throwing for "seven" this week Saturday,
dubious honor of meeting
the
the
likes
Wooden
John
and
this
Bruins
mighty
the
odds, as usual.
Thursday in one of the West
-My optimism going into the
semifinal games. The
NCAA playoffs is about the Regional
Long Beach
matches
other
wouldn't
same as last year-1
against the University of
trade my chances with any- State
Francisco, champion in the
one," says the highly successful San
Coast Athletic Conference.
West
ooach.
Like UCLA, winner of the Paroll
a
It will take more than
cific-8 Conference, San Franof the dice to beat the nation's cisco_ drew a first-round bye.
top-ranked team. The &mina-- But there was plenty of action
have won six straight national over the weekend-nine games
titles and appear just as strong from coast-to-coast.
this year as in the past.
In the West Regional, Wes-We were down a little but tern Athletic Conference chamwe are coming back and get- pion Arizona State trounced Okting sharp at just the right lahoma City 103-78 and Long
time," says Wooden, whose Beach, champion of the Pacific
team currently has a record 71- Coast Athletic Association, beat
game winning streak over Vs Big Sky winner Weber State 88season-s and has won 32 straight 75.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The last time the Carolina
Cougars lost three games in a
row, there were 50 shopping
days until Christmas.
The Cougars, trying to clinch
their first American Basketball
Association East Division
lost to the defending ABA
champion Indiana Pacers 115105 Sunday. The loss was the
Cougars third in a row, the
first three-game losing streak
since early November
-What concerns me is the
lack of effort," Cougar Coach
Larry Brown said. •'It's got to
be my fault we are playing this
way We will be ready to play
Friday against Virginia at
Greensboro if that's any conaolation,"Brown said.
Brown was especially disturbed about his teams performance Sunday, ••I don't
think we played badly in our
'previous two looms, but today
we didn't play well and Indiana

the New York Nets stopped
Memphis 1213-113, the Kentucky
Colonels bombed the Denver
Rockets 11942 and the Utah
Stars beat the San Diego Conquistador's 112.101.
In ABA play Saturday. Virginia edged Denver 106-103,
Kentucky beat Memphis 121-110
and San Diego stopped Dallas
120-118.
In the National Basketball
Association Sunday, Boston
clobbered New York 122-107,
Houston beat Atlanta 129-118,
Golden State edged Philadelphia 97-93, and Los Angeles
blasted Detroit 141-117.

The Adult Basketball League Stars and Jones and Barnett
Tournament of the Murray against each other
Park and Recreation basketball
The tournament will run the
program will start tonight at the remainder of the week with two
Murray Middle School gym- games each night at the Middle
nasium.
School through Wednesday. The
Drawings for the single semi-finals and finals will be
elimination tournament were played on Thrusday and Friday
held Saturday morning, and at 7 p.m
find Vanderbilt Chemical
The Cougars hold a three
Perk director Gary Holmium game lead over Kentucky with
against Eskers in the opening
game. The second game will pit said that the public is invited to seven games to play
In other ABA action Sunday
division winners Douglas All attend these games

Saturday in the NBA New
York smashed Kansas CityOmaha 125.402, Buffalo edged
Portland 14-101, Seattle beat
Philadelphia 106-96, Atlanta
squeaked by Golden State 117113. Chicago defeated Baltimore 105-99 and Houston
stopped Cleveland 131-116.
The Nets broke a 93-93 tie in
the final stanza to break up a
The video"
close game
clinched a tie for the Nets for
the fourth and final East Divi-

Owensboro To Meet Campbellsville
In Opening Game of State Tourney
berth in the 16-team tourney final 16, as Louisville Male won
with an 80-56 victory over the Seventh Region title with
Owensboro Catholic. in Third an 85-67 victory over Atherton;
Maysville, which repeated at
Region finals Saturday night.
10th Region champion by downHiggs hit 14 of 24 from the ing Fleming County 82-71, and
floor and had accumulated 19 five-time state titlist Lexington
points by halftime as Owens- Henry Clay, which defeated
boro ran up a 34-19 advantage.
Lexington Tates Creek 63-56 to
Three former state cham- win the llth Region title.
In the First Region, Hickman
pions also made it among the
County edged Carlisle County
52-48 with the bulk of the power
from the free-throw line. Hickman connected on 22 of 29 from
the line, compared with Carlisle County's eight-of-10. Isaac
Childress paced Hickman with
16 points.
Madisonville gained the Second Region title by upending
games it was New York on for a victory,
Lyon County 67-64 behind the
"They gave us a pretty good shooting of Edward Hutchins'
Rangers 4, Toronto 2; Boston 5,
Montreal 3; Detroit 3, St. Louis scare at the start of the third who hit for 31 points, including
1; Chicago 5, California 1, and period," Francis said of the eight in the third quarter that
Maple Leafs who, trailing 3-0, boosted Madisonville from a
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 2.
On Saturday it was Phila- got goals by Jim McKenny and halftime deficit of 38-36
Bowling Green earned a
delphia 2, Atlanta 1; Montreal George Ferguson in the periberth in the state tourney for
2, Detroit 0; Toronto 4, Min- od's first 362 minutes.
nesota 3; Rangers 5, Pittsburgh
"This was a typical playoff the first time since 1947 by de4; St. Louis 5, Islanders 4; Chi- game--tough and hard skat- feating Franklin-Simpson 80-72.
cago 4, Vancouver 2, and Los ing," Boston Coach Bep Guid- Franklin-Simpson fell behind
Angeles 4, California 2
olin said after the Bruins re- early, and was able to knot the
but couldn't pull
The Islanders, who have now mained four points back of the score twice
ahead.
by
beating the East
lost 43 of their 69 games, man- Rangers
In the Fifth Region, camp_
aged just 20 shots at Cesare Division-leading Canadiens
bellsville raced out to a 17-2
Maniago all night, yet they led
"We were up physically for
from midway in the first period the third period," Guidotin lead en route to a final 93-71
when Ed Westfall capped a added. "You win games in the victory over Bardstown. Byron
Vance
two-on-one break by ramming third period, not in the first." Johnson and Glenn
26-3
now
Campbellsville,
paced
Cook's
in a rebound of Bob
With 3:09 gone in the third, on the season, with 21 points
shot.
Johnny Bucyk broke a 2-2 tie each.
It wasn't the only chance with a 15-foot slap shot, then
Bullitt Central made the
they had to score. They had Doug Roberts and Greg Shep'Sweet Sixteen' with a 68-67 vicseveral in the third period. pard added goals for the
tory over Shelby County. Senior
"Geez, we had three or four Bruins
guard Bobby Bristow pumped
good opportunities then," InIn Saturday's World Hockey in an 18-foot jumper in the final
garfield 'sighed," and the secAssociation action, itrwas New second of play to give Bullitt
ond goal would've killed them."
York 3, Winnipeg,,2 in over- Central the victory neer 1966
But it never came-for the
time; Alberta 5,(iicaso 4, and state champion,Shelby County.
Islanders, that is..
New England 3, inhesate..1.
In the Ninth Region, Newport
"I gueks we like in do things On Sunday it was Lqs Angeles Catholic, now 27-3, required an
the hard way," Rangers Coach 4, Ottawa 2; Houston 4, Phila- overtime to down Covington
Emile said after his team, for delphia 2; Quebec 6,Nrer York, Holmes, but outscored Holmes
the second straight night, blew 1; Minnesota 2, Alberta 1, and 13-4 in the overtime to sew up
a bulging lead and had to hang Cleveland 11, Winnipeg 2.
the regional title.

By ME ASSOCIATED PRESS
Defending state high school
basketball tournament champion Owensboro is slated to
meet Campbellsville Wednesday afternoon in the opening
game of the state tourney at
Louisville's Freei'om Hall.
Owensboro, sparked by the
42-point production of junior
guard Kenny Higgs, earned a

North Stars Barrage Too Much
For Desjardins, Loses Sunday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
With all the shooting that was
going on, Gerry Desjardins
could have qualified for a
Purple Heart. He should have
gotten the Congressional Medal
of Honor. But all he and the
New York Islanders got was
another loss.
Poor Gerry. For 56 minutes
and 49 seconds Sunday night,
he all-butoinglehandeilly held
Minnesota at bey. But in the
end, the fusillade was simply
too much for him.
Wham, wham, wham' Shot
after shot ripped in at him. Finally, Danny Grant's went into
the goal. Then the North Stars'
fans, who had already worked
themselves into a fever pitch,
really went haywire.
WHAM. WHAM, WHAM!!
Again the shots came at him in
waves. And with just 36 seconds remaining and Desjardins
trying desperately to do the job
his defensemen weren't doing,
Grant scored again--on Minnesota's 46th and final shot Of
the game-and instead of the
Islanders having their first
shutout ever, the North Stars
had a 2-1 victory.
In Sunday's other NIII,

0 fr

Austin Peay Looking
Toward UK Match-Up
Tenn. years ago in the regional.
CLARKSVILLE,
(APi-Though Austin PeayKelly's team, which is alcoach Late Kelly says he can't- ready being dubbed the Cindebelieve it, the perennial cellar- rella team of the NCAA
dwellers of the Ohio Valley tournament, rode to the OV('
played championship this year on the
have
Conference
themselves right into a match scoring of freshman ace James
with Kentucky, the perennial "Fly" Williams, who scored the
champ of the mighty South- winning goal against Jacksonville
eastern conference
Williams said he'll be wor"It's something you always
think about. It's a dream, a king just as hard on defense as
hope, a vision or whatever. But on 'scoring when the big game
then you shake your head and comes. "When I work on my
get bad to what you're doing," man and-wort at getting the
rebounds, it maims I'm going to
Kelly said.
His Goys upset the Jackson- play better when I get the
ville Dolphins 77-75 in the hall."
NCAA Mideast Regional basAnother Austin Peay player,
ketball tournament to earn the substitute Tom Higdon, said the
match with Kentucky Thursday Govs are out to win big over
the Wildcats. "People said the)
in Nashville.
Kentucky lost in the last wouldn't be disappointed if we
matchup between an OVC and lost to them," Higdon said
SEC team_ Western Kentucky "But, man, we worked too hard
dumped the Wildcats 107-83 two to lose."

Maysville, which lost to
Elizabethtown in the semifinals
of the state tourney last year,
moved past Fleming County al
71 in the Tenth behind the
shooting of Fred Walker, who
tossed in 24 points, and the 20
rebounds of senior center Tony
Humphrey.
Frank Ross pumped in 18
points and seized 15 rebounds
to boost'Lexington Henry Clay
past Tates Creek. Henry Clay
connected on 44 per cent of its
field goal efforts to 15 per cent
for Tates Creek.
In the 12th Region, Danville
downed Laurel County 75-51 to
gain the State Tournament for
the first time since 1968. Joe
Houston poured in 17 points for
the winners.
Clay County claimed its 33rd
victory in 36 efforts with its 6859 win over Pineville in the 13th
Region, and Lee County outscored Hazard 24-10 In the third
period en route to its 7942 victory in the 14th Region.
McDowell, which visited the
state tourney in 1986 and 1971,
hit on 15 of 18 shots in the third
quarter en route to trouncing
Sheldon Clark 90-73 in the 15th
Region.
Boyd County will make its
first
trip
the
to
state
tournament as a result of its 7364 victory over Ashland, which
had hoped to make its 23rd trip
to the tournarnent.
Besides the Owensboro-Campbellsville game scheduled for 1
p.m. Wednesday, other firstround games: Danville-Bowling
Green at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday;
Lexington Henry Clay-Bullitt
Central at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday; Shawnee-Boyd County at 9
p.m. Wednesday; Hickman
-County-Clay County at 1 p.m.
Thursday; Maysville-Lea County at 2:30 p.m. Thursday;
McDowell-Madisonville
7:30
p.m. Thursday, and Newport
Catholic-Louisville Male at 9
p.m. Thursday.

Jacksonville Coach
Speaks Highly Of
Austin Peay Goys
By GEORGE STRODE
Associated Press Writer
DAYTON, Ohio t APi-The
vanquished spoke glowingly of
the first round victors in the
NCAA Mideast Regional Basketball tournament
"They may be too quick for
Kentucky." Jacksonville coach
Tom Wasdin said of unheralded
,Nustin Peay
The Governors, Ohio Valley
Conference winners, will play
Kentucky's Southeastern Conference rulers Thursday night
in the Mideast semifinals after
disposing of No. 16 Jacksonvine,.77-75.
"Marquette does not have the
one dominating player like two
years ago, but has a starting
five that is better," said Miami
of Ohio mentor Darrell Hedric
following a 77-62 setback at the
hands of the sixth-ranked Warriors in the other first-round
game in the University of Dayton Arena Saturday night.
The Warriors will face Big
Ten champion Indiana in the
other Mideast semifinals game
at Vanderbilt Thursday night.
Wasdin, whose team finished
with a 21-6 record, said he did
not undersell Austin Peay, but
thought his players did.
"We got whipped by a good
club They are the quickest we
have played this year. They
Can beat anybody," said Was.
din
The Governors nearly blew a
I5-point halftime lead before
freshman Fly Williams' basket
with four seconds left won it.

"I knew I had to pop the
top," said Williams who scored
26 points. If I didn't pop - the
top, I'd hear from the coach."
The coach, Lake Kelly, who
has the Governors breezing
along with a 22-4 mark, was
elated over the victory. It gives
him a shot at the team he has
idolized.
"It's the biggest thrill of my
life," the Austin Peay coach
aid 'I was raised 50 miles
from I pxington and was always
a big Kentucky fan.
-Sure I think we have a
chance, Our quickness will
help We're very anxious to
play them:: Kelly added.
Marquette coach Al McGuire
carries a great deal of respect
for Robby Knight. a long-time
friend who guided Indiana to a
conference championship in his
second season with the Hoosiers.
"I call him General Patton."
the colorful McGuire said of
Knight. "He'll have the troops
ready for Thursday night."
Sophomore Maurice Lucas
and George Frazier, a junior,
bailed the Warriors out after
they lost star Larry McNeill
with five personal fouls and
more than 10 minutes to go.
Lucas wound up with a team leading 24 points and 12
rebounds, and Frazier added 20
points.
Rich Hampton pumped in 21
points for the Mid-American
Conference champions, finishing with a 18-9 record. Marquette is 24-3.
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Sharks
With 4-

By THE ASSOCIATED
The people in Los
follow their World Hoc
sociation team rellgio
would seem.
"I can't figure out
many people would coi
hockey game on a
morning-unless they
this building was a c
Hank Ives, public relit
rector of the Los
Sharks, said after
expected throng of 12,
elbowed their way i
Sports Arena.
"I gdt up and I tho
saunter on down to the
Ives coatinued. "The
was so thick I didn't I
get in for the stall
game," which began al
to fulfill a Canadian to
commitment.
He got in-and he
weren't disa;
fans
Sparked by Bart CI
three assists, the St
feated the Ottawa Nati
to remain tied with hl
for third in the West D
point back of Houston
In Sunday's other I
was Houston 4, Philad
Quebec 6, New York
land 11, Winnipeg 2,
nesota 2, Alberta 1. C
day it was New York
peg 2 in overtime; A
Chicago 4, and New E
Minnesota 1.
"When you outshoot
guys game after game
ley said, -you have
scoring soon. I just
can keep it up."
The Sharks outshoo
33-22 en route to their
quite a turnaround fr
game last Wednesda
the Sharks outgunned
48-20 and still manage
to ole Aeros 2-1 in owe
Don Grierson, Gordo
mere and Larry 'Airs
first-period goals that
Aeros the cushion the
to turn back Phil
which remained just t
ahead of fourth-place 1
in the East.
Quebec jumped owt
and into fifth, just
back of the Raiders h
scramble for the divia
playoff berth. Reyna'
T
J.C.
up
set
tiebreaking goal, thi
two of his own Iwiaa•
cliques past the Rail
Buchanan scored It
and Bob Dillabough
Jarrett added two
Cleveland overpower
peg and moved int
place tie with idle
land in the Emit
char= also hail a
sists.
11p-in goals by Tea
late in the first pen(
Young midway in
both on shots by T
gave Minnesota its
Alberta. Goalie Mike
the Fighting Saints
his shutout an Ken B
midway in the final;
served the victory
buzzer when, spraw

Bowfin;
Standir

Magic Tri
Bowling Lea,

Team
Ezell's Beauty School
Johnson's Grocery
Bank of Murray
Murray Muffler Serv
Murray Ins Agency
Jerry's Restaurant
Triangle Inn
Manes
Faker Amusement
High Team Gar
Ezell's Beauty School
Ezell's Beauty School
Johnson's Grocery
High Team Gam
E rell's Beauty School
Ezell's Beauty School
Murray Ins Agency
High Team se

Ezell's Beauty Schoo
Johnson's Grocery
Triangle Inn
Murray Muffler Serv
High Team Ser
Ereirs Beauty Schoo
Murray Muffler Serv
Jerry's Restaurant
High Ind Ga
Mildred Hodge
Mildred Hodge
Betty Dixon
High Ind, Gar
Mildred Hodge
Mavdie Kennerly
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Seri
Mildred Hodge
Belinda Burkeen
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Sec
Mildred Hodge
Betty Dixon
Belinda Burkeen
High Aver
Mildred Hodge
Wanda Nonce
Marilyn Chatman
Betty Dixon
Mary Harris
Ncr ma Bennett
Linda Drake
sable Parks
Barbara Alexander
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Sharks Defeat Ottawa Skaters
With 4-2 Exhibition On Sunday
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The people in Los Angeles
follow their World Hockey Association team religiously, it
would seem.
"I can't figure out why so
many people would come to a
hockey game on a Sunday
morning-unless they thought
this building was a church"
Hank Ives, public relations director of the Los Angeles
Sharks, said after an unexpected throng of 12,804 fans
elbowed the* way into the
Sports Arena._!.
"I gdt up,sad I thought I'd
saunter on down to the game,"
Ives continued. "The traffic
was so thick I didn't think I'd
get in for the start of the
game," which began at 11 a.m.
to fulfill a Canadian television
commitment.
He got in-and he and the
fans weren't disappointed.
Sparked by Bart Crashley's
three assists, the Sharks defeated the Ottawa Nationals 4-2
to remain tied with Minnesota
for third in the West Division, a
point back of Houston.
In Sunday's other games it
was Houston 4, Philadelphia 2;
Quebec 6, New York 1; Cleveland 11, Winnipeg 2, and Minnesota 2, Alberta 1. On Saturday it was New York 3, Winnipeg 2 in overtime; Alberta 5,
Chicago 4, and New England 3,
Minnesota 1.
"When you outshoot the other
guys game after game," Crashley said, "you have to start
scoring soon. I just hope we
can keep it up.
The Sharks outshot Ottawa
33-22 en route to their victoryquite a turnaround from their
game last Wednesday, when
the Sharks outgunned Houston
48-20 and still managed to lose
to the Aeros 2-1 in overtime.
Don Grierson, Gordon Labossiere and Larry Lund got the
first-period goals that gave the
Aeros the cushion they needed
to turn back Philadelphia,
which remained just two points
ahead of fourth-place New York
in the East.
Quebec jumped over Ottawa
and into fifth, just one point
back of the Raiders in the wild
scramble for the division's final
playoff berth. Reynald Leclerc
Tremblay's
J.C.
set
up
tiebreaking goal, then scored
two of his own So Wed in. Norcliques past the Raiders Ron
Buchanan scored three goals
and Bob Dillabough and Gary
Jarrett added two apiece as
Cleveland overpowered Winnipeg and moved into a firstplace tie with idle New England in the East Division. Buchanan also hao i pair of ea
usu.
Tip-An goals by Teo Hampoon
late in the first period and Bill
Young midway in the second,
both on shots by Terry Ball,
gave Minnesota its lead over
Alberta. Goalie Mike Curran of
the Fighting Saints, who lost
his shutout on Ken Baird's goal
midway in the final period, preserved the victory at the final
buzzer when, sprawled on the

Bowling
Standings
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Bowling League
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Ezell's Beauty School 71
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37
Johnson's Grocery
59
41
Bank of Murray
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Murray Muffler Sen.
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/
2
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47, 2 44,
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Maudie Kennerlv
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ice, he reached up and blocked
Jim
Harrison's
attempted
game-knotter from 15 feet out.
In National Hockey League
action Saturday it was Philadelphia 2, Atlanta I; Montreal
2, Detroit 0; Toronto 4, Mmnesota 3; New York Rangers 5,
Pittsburgh 4; St. Louis 5, New

York Islanders 4; Chicago 4,
Vancouver 2, and Los Angeles
4, California 2. On Sunday it
was New York Rangers 4,
Toronto 2; Boston 5, Montreal
3; Minnesota 2, New York
Islanders 1; Detroit 3, St. Louis
1; Chicago 5, California 1, and
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 2.

Boston Thrashes
New York Knicks
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"Our win today doesn't make
much difference in the standings, Boston Celtic Captain
John Havlicek said, "You just
hate to get beat by the same
team four games in a row "
The Celtics clobbered the
New York Knicks 122-107 in a
National Basketball Association
game Sunday to map a three
game losing streak in their season series with New York.
The victory increased the
Celtics lead over the Knicks in
the NBA's Atlantic Division to
Pi games. And with only 10
games remaining for Boston, it
reduced to two the number of
Celtic victories and Knicks losses that remain between Boston
and the Atlantic Division title.
In other NBA games Sunday
Houston beat Atlanta 129-118,
Golden State edged Philadelptua 97-93 and Los Angeles
bombed Detroit 141-117. In Saturday NBA action, New York
crushed Kansas City-Omaha
125-102, Buffalo edged Portland
106-101, Seattle beat PhilaAtlanta
delphia
106-96,
squeaked by Golden State 117113, Chicago defeated Balti:
more 10549 and Houston clobbered Cleveland 131-116.
Havlicek lead the way in Sunday's nationally televised game
with 32 points, aided by the rebounding and defensive work of
Dave 03wet13 and Paul Silas.
The game was pretty much
decided when the Celtics ran
off a 31-15 first quarter lead as
the Knicks committed a string
of fouls, five in a 55-second
stretch, and could get title help
from standout forward Dave
DeBusschere
DeBussichere.
played only rttne minutes on
• not score before being lifted

by Coach Red Holzman because
of a bruised hip.
Dave Cowens added 24 points
for the Celtics while Jo Jo
White and Don Chaney pitched
in 20 and 19 points, respectively
Walt Frazier led the Knicks
with 72 points and Jerry Lucas
added 21.
Jack Marin scored 35 points
and Rudy Tom janovich added
28 as the Houston Rockets beat
the Atlanta Hawks.
Rick Barry's disputed threepoint play in the final seconds
gave the Golden State Warriors
a victory over the Phildelphia
76er's .
With 13 seconds left, Barry
made the second of two foul
shots with 13 seconds left to
break a 93-93 tie_ The 76ers
then took a tuneout, but when
play resumed, Barry stole an
inbounds pass and fed to Jim
Barnett, who scored and was
fouled on the play. Barnett
sank the free throw to ice the
victory in the final seconds.
Philadelphia Coach Kevin
Loughery vehemently protested
the foul, and received two
technical fouls for his efforts.
The Los • Angeles Lakers
clinched at least a tie for the
Pacific division crown with a 24
point thrashing of the Detroit
Pistons.
In the American Basketball
Association Sunday New York
beat Memphis 120-113, Kentucky bombed Denver 119.82,
Indiana defeated Carolina 115106, and Utah beat San Diego
112-101.
In ABA action Saturday Virginia edged Denver 106-103,
Kentucky beat Memphis 121-110
end -San Diego slopped
120-116.

Hickman County Takes
Regional Championship
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
in
someday
Maybe
professional basketball there
may be such a thing as a
designated free throw shooter.
And Isaac Childress of Hickman
County would be happy to see
the change come as it recently
did in baseball for the
designated pinch hitter.
Childress, a 6-0 senior who
can play at forward or guard
and can leap like a gazelle,
cashed in 16 of 16 free throw
attempts Saturday night at the
Murray State Sports Arena and
led the Falcons to a 52,48 win
over Carlisle County.
With the victory, the
Falcons captured the title is
the First Region Tournament
and wW square off with
Region 13 winner Clay
County in the quarterfinal
round of the State Tournament Thursday morning.
It was only one week ago
Saturday when Carlisle County
blitzed Hickman County 82-78 on
the Falcons floor to take the
championship in the First
District. But Saturday night
Hickman County was able to
control the pace of the game
and turn the tables on the
quicksilver Cornets
Carlisle County had led the
Faclsons throughout most of the
second half The Comets were
enjoying a 46-42 edge midway
through the final period before
Childress started his heroics.
Childress brought the
Falcons to within two points
by hitting on a rebound at the
3:34 mark of the final

quarter. Just 27 seconds later
the Falcons knotted the count
at 46 apiece as Childress
scored on a fast break drive.
Robert Martin of the Comets
coinnutted his fourth foul with
2:10 remaining. Childress
stepped to the line and hit both
grattis tosses to give the
Falcons the upper hand at 48-46.
Sophomore forward Thomas
Jenkins had a chance to knot the
count for the Comets but missed
the front of his bonus opportunity with 1:24 left and the
Falcons got the ball.
Jenkins committed his fifth
personal at the 0:42 mark of the
game to send Childress to the
line. Childress hit both charity
tosses and the Falcons had a
four point spread.
Mike Woods canned a short
jumper for the Comets with just
17 ticks left on the clock to
whittle the lead to two points at
5048.
With eight seconds left,
Woods committed an intentional foul on Childress.
Childress stepped to the line,
laughed and calmly swished
both free throws to ice the
game.
Carlisle County came out
running in the first minute of
the game and jumped to a quick
5-0 lead. The Comets held a 138 lead late in the opening frame
before baskiis by Grundy and
Childress trimmed the Comet
advantage to 13-12 at the end of
the period.
Eight times in the second
canto the lead changed hands.
Hickman County held a 23-19
edge with 2:01 left in the half but

the Comets rattled off six
consecutive points for a 24-23
lead with 47 seconds remaining.
Spates' two grants throws
gave the Falcons a one point
lead before Robert Martin's
30 tooter with six seconds left
gave the Comets a 26-25 lead
at intermission.
Carlisle County was rolling
along with a 34-29 lead midway
through the third frame before
the Falcons' Childress canned
six consecutive free throws to
give Hickman County a one
point edge.
The Comets ran off the final
four points of the period to take
a 38-36 lead into the final eight
nunute canto.
A 20-footer by Woods at the
4:29 mark gave the Comets a
46-42 edge. Carlisle County
until
did not score again
Woods' jumper in the final
seconds trimmed the Hickman County lead down to two
points.
Woods paced tirt losing
Comets as he came off the
bench to score 15 points. John
Martin, having a poor night
from the floor on 5 of 17, added
12. Center Marty Nichols hit
just 4 of 14 and was held to eight
points.
Ctuldress paced the winners
with 26 points while Grundy
added 10.
Carlisle County outscored the
Falcons by 10 points from the
floor as the Comts hit on 20 of 57
for a cool .351 pace while Hickman County was 15-40 for a .375
mark
The game was won for the
Falcons from the charity stripe
where they hit 22 of 29 for a .759
mark. Carlisle County was 8 of
10 from the line but the Falcons
committed only 12 personal
fouls while Carlisle was
whistled for 22.
In the rebound department,
the Falcons enjoyed a 42-33 lead
witirGrundy pulling off 12 while
Weatherspoon grabbed 10.
Nichols pulled off nine rebounds
for Carlisle County
Carlisk bows out with a 27-

9 slate while the Falcons will
carry a mark of 23-6 into
Freedom Hall.
- Each team bad:two Merl. who
made the All-Tournament
team. The members were

selected by ballots submitted by
sportsportswriters and
scasters.
Childress and Fitts made the
team for the Falcons while John
Martin and Marty Nichols
represented Carlisle County,
Freshman Gene Roof and Mike
Weglick were selected from
Paducah St. Mary. Wayne
Lovelace and Larry Sanderson
Mayfield
were named from
while Don Page represented

Lone Oak,
James Wells of Calloway
County was a unanimous pick
for the team.
Carlisle
13 13 12 10--48
Hickman
12 13 11 16-62
Carlisle (48i-Jenkins 2, R.
Martin 9, Nichols 8, Yates, J.
Martin 12, Woods 15, and
Garrett 2.
Hickman 52i-Childress 26,
Grundy 10, Fitts 6, Jordan.
Spate 8 and Weatherspoon 2.

IT WONT HURT! Wallace Grundy (44) of Hickman County

seems like he Is afraid of the basketball as he tries for the
rebound.(;rundi tossed In 10 points for the Falcons of Hickman
County. Watching are Marty Nichols 41 t and Robert !Martin 120)
of Cowhide tetwify.
1Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

Willie Goes AWOL From
New York Training Camp
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Arsoctated Press Sports Writer
Not to be outdone by the marital headlines of New York
Yankee pitchers Fritz Peterson
and Mike Kekich and their respective spouses last week, one
of the New York Met wives
made a little news over the
weekend.
Mrs. Mae Mays received an
expensive visit from husband
Willie while the Mets, who are
looking for a center fielder anyway, put out baseball's version
of an APB for the AWOL Willie
The Yankees' official policy
was hands off the PetersonKekich hi-jinks. Mays wasn't so
lucky, and Manager Yogi Berra
slapped him with a fine estimated from $500 to $1,000 after
the 41-year-old superstar
missed connections on a flight
back from his Atherton, Calif.,
home to the Mets' St. Petersburg, Fla., training camp and
failed to show up for a Saturday wr rkout
"I made a mistake," Mays
admitted after Berra socked
him with the first major fine of
his long career at a Sunday
meeting. "He made his point
and he was right. When I'm
wrong, I'm wrong. I should
have told him."
At first, Mays said his wife
wasn't feeling well. Later, he
amended his story, saying,
"Mostly my wife's lonesome,
but she'll join me next week."
At any rate, Mays' absence
Saturday had the Mets sending
a search party to his apartment
a few miles from St. Petersburg. Asked why he hadn't
phoned when his original flight
back from California *as canceled, Mays shrugged:
"I should have. It sounds silly, but I didn't know the number. I could have found it out, I
agree, but I thought I could be
back before anybody knew I
was gone."

The Metz also had their problems on the field Sunday, bowing to the St. Louis Cardinals 54 on an 11th-inning single by
Luis Melendez after they wiped
out a 4-0 deficit. Three of the
Cards' runs came on a homer
by rookie Ray Busse.
Elsewhere, the pitchers suddenly no longer were ahead of
the hitters.
Mike Schmidt drove in six
runs with a triple and grand
slain homer, powering the
Philadelphia Phillies to a 9.7
victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates 'B' squad. Bill Robinson
socked a two-run homer after
Schmidt's grand slam in the
sixth inning.
HELP ME IF YOU CAN! Derrick Fitts iwith bali looks for some help from teammate Nick
Milwaukee's George Scott
Weatberspoon who is being guarded by Mike Woods 113) of Carlisle County, John Martin illi of the
also had a six-RBI game with a
Comets has Fitts covered up.
pair of three-run homers in the
Brewers' 12-2 rout of the San
Diego Padres. The Brewers
also got home runs from DarSIDNEY SPATES of the Falcons displays his form as he goes
rell Porter and John Vukovich.
around Mike Woods ‘331 of Carlisle County for a basket. Spates
Cliff Johnson's grand slam
collected eight points for Hickman County.
capped a tie-breaking five-run
uprising in the ninth inning as
510 Main Street
Phone 153-2915
the Houston Astros outslugged
Open Under New Management
the Minnesota Twins 104, Doug
Rader also connected for the
Astros while the losers got conFirst Region
Bullitt Central 68, Shell))
secutive homers in the seventh
Hickman County 52, Carlisle County 67
inning from Bobby Darwin and County 48
Ninth Region
In other
Danny Walton
Second Region
Newport Catholic 68, Covgames it was Montreal 11,
Madisonville 67, Lyon County ington Holmes 59 iOT
Texas Rangers 2; Baltimore 10, 64
lOth Region
New York Yankees 0; Detroit
Third Region
Maysville 62, Fleming County
13, Cincinnati 8; Los Angeles 6,
Owensboro 80, Owensboro 71
Atlanta 3; Boston 6, Pittsburgh Catholic 56
11th 'Region
'A' squad 1; Kansas City 4, ChiLexington Henry Clay. 63.
Fourth Region
cago White Sox 3; San FranBowling Green 80. Franklin- Lexington Tales Creek 58
cisco 9, Cleveland 5; Cleveland Simpson 72
12th Region
'B' team 5, Oakland 4: CaliforDanville 75, laurel County 51
Fifth Region
nia Angels 8, Chicago Cubs 7.
13th Region
Campellsville 93, Bardstown
Clay County 68, Pineville 50
71
FOOTBALL
14th Region
Sixth Region
Lee County 79, Hazard 62
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - The
Shawnee 72, Butter 62
Yale Corporation approved the
15th Region
Seventh !legion
Yale Bowl fcr use by the New
McDowell 90, Sheldon ,Clark
1.ouisville Male 85, Atherton 73
York ddints for the next two
National Football League sea- 67
!WI Region
sons.
Boyd County 73, itshland 64
Eighth Region

Pagliai's Pizza

Regional Scores

15% OFF ON ALL LARGE GROUP ORDERS

Free Delivery Every Evening
* Pizza
* Spaghetti
* Poor Boy Sandwiches

Every Tuesday . . .

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

Only

9
9
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Down the

arden Path Big business aids in tutoring poor kids
By Mn. w. P. WiLLIAMS
•
•

.4.

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
•• 1.•

•
••

...,

If you are planning to sow
some flower seed this spring and
want some of the old-fashioned
plants, yet something different,
here are some suggestions.
Try Niconauui, or Flowering
Tobacco, a delightfully scented
blossom that is easy to grown. It
comes in varying shades of pink,
lavender and purple It reaches
about two feet high arid blooms
from June through October.
Balsam is another, called
Lady's slipper or Impatiens. It
has every color except the
shades of blue and grows about
ine foot high, blooming continuously all surruner and fall.
knottier name for it is Touchme-not, so-called because the
ripe wed oods pop open at a
touch and scatter about I love
the deep clear purple planted
next to the pink This one of the

bIrdiest plants and will stand
neglect more than most.
Then there is the Calendula,
sometimes called the pot
marigold, though for the life of
me, I can't see why. They come
in shades of yellow and orange
and mixtures of these colors,
and a rare variety of blue. They
make a wonderful border plant
and are so cheerful lookinw.
either in the yard or as a cut
bouquet.
I love the old-fashioned
Bachelor's Button and we don't
see as much of them as we
should. Anything as easy to
grow and as constant a bloomer
should find its way into every
garden Here we find shades of
blue, purple and red as well as
pure white. It will grow almost
anywhere and under almost any
conditions.
A plant that is rarely seen
anymore, is the Datura, or Horn
of Plenty or Angel's Trumpet. A
* VOTE FOR *
corner of the yard where they
can take all the room they want,
T. G. (Ted) is a good place for thesn,for they
take up a space two to three feet.
They need shade during the hot
Alexander
pert of the day The huge white
trignpets open about sundown
for
and fill the air with sweetness.
There is a purple variety but to
me, it doesn't compare with the
Sheriff
pure white. The great round
seed pods are decorative also. I
of
remember a long row of them
Calloway County
under my grandmother's dining
room window in North Georgia.
All these plants seed them
"Your Candidate to(
selves for the next season.
Please try some of them I'll tell
Law and Order"
you of others in a later column.

Got
a

There is something refreshing going on in New York, a
city generally getting the rap
for violence, crime, pollution
and impossible living conditions.
Big business, in the person
of five corporations, and the
Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies are cooperating
in tutoring about 200 desperately poor youngsters in a
unique educational program.
It is a program that would
seem to fill a need in many
.ca
_a cross the na Uon
The scheme is called LIVE
— Learning Through Industry
and Volunteer Educators —
and it is the brainchild of a
transplanted Canadian, Mrs.
Rita Lambek. duet-ter ot the

Protestant federation's volunteer bureau
-These are lovable kids,"
Mrs. Lambek said in an interview, and if we don't do
something soon they will flunk
out of life "
What Mrs. Lambek did was
to persuade her own bosses,
then five segments of big
business to reverse the normal routine of tutoring slow
learners.
"Yes," she said, "we bus
the kids aged 11 to 141 to the
business offices - and for two
very real reasons. Tutors in
New Vora are actually afraid
asissintosauna neighborhoods
where their services are
needed; it is too dangerous
Even inure important, taking
the kids to the firms ithe New
York Telephone Co., Avon
Products, Western Electric,

down to secretaries and engineers_ They are volunteers
and they get four hours of pretutoring instruction in how to
rap with the Negro, the Oriental, the poor white, the Puerto
Rican and other kids who are
bused from Harlem, the lower
East Side and some of the
toughest areas of the city.
The tutors meet with the
youngsters at the corporate
offices for two hours once a
week — but then go far beyond this simple commitment. They take the kids to
movies on their own tune,
they serve refreshments, they
give them tows of the behind-

Exxon and the Morgan
Guaranty Trust Co.) gives
them a view of the real adult
%odd and shows them how
vital it is that they learn to
read and write, learn mathematics and all the other subjei is they have been doing
poorly in at school."
Based on the success of the
program, in effect for about a
year, 30 to 40 more firms will
be drawn in
The cost is small. It runs
from $3,500 to $4,000 per firm
for 20 to 30 7th, 8th and 9th
graders -- and it goes far beyond simple
academic
Shahes

Ifiizieenes actiirifiei of big

The tutors one tutor to
each student i are employes of
the five firms, all the way
front Robert Long ley, a vice
president at the Morgan bank,

business.
It dues wonders for these
luds," Mrs. Lambek said
"And it makes some dreary
jobs more interesting for

some of the tutors aS they
meet with their charges on
weekends of fun. Most of all, it
gives the kids trust in the
adult world. Don't forget,
they're at a real Impressionable age. Taking them, the
poor, to the world of achievement rather than the old system of taking the social
worker to the slums, lets the
kids see for themselves how
necessary it is for them to
learn writing and basic communication. The improvement of their school grades
shows clearly that the system
is working. And, it shows the
loth they do really have a
chance to make itirr-the-outz
side world."
What Mrs. Larnbek's brainstorm also has done is give big
business a sense of civic and

community involvement in
some of the crucial social
problems of big city life, particularly life in the slums.
"What's in it for us?" said
Hal Roser, an official of the oil
firm Exxon. "Our stake is
this. We feel we have a re
sponsibihty as a corporation
to make the city work. One
key function of the city is education and it is here we're giving an assist."
The parents of the youngsters have cooperated fully
and have been thrilled to attend Christmas, Valentine's
Day and graduation day parties at the corporate offices.
Leaders of the black COUIRIUruty have hailed the program,
too, and Mrs. Larnbek's problem now LS to avoid an expansion that might be too rapid
for the orderly growth of the
program.
''But, I'm so gratified," she
'The ladsarestoisliaciag.. .
their secret dreams and the
business people are doing a
wonderful service while enjoy ing new challenges "

How about toast to Robert Burns?
By HAROLD Mct'ONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
If you ever get to Dumfries,
Scotland, you can visa the
Globe Inn where the Burns
Society meets every Thursday night for recitation and
songs. And if you feel like
buying a round of drinks you
may sit in poet Robert Burn's
-own chair Burns was a tax
collector in Dumfries during
the last few years of his
life

Diego to observe arid photograph the gray whales at
Scanunons Lagoon and elephant seals on the San Benaos
Islands of Baja California.
The trips are sponsored by the
San Diego Natural History
Museum

If the skiing in Scandinavia
interests you, it doesn't cost
that much, according to the
Scandinavian National Tourist office For $3(5, you can
take a one-week tour from
New York to Geilo, Scandinavia's leading ski resort.
This includes round-trip plane
fare, seven nights in a hostel'
room, three meals daily,
sauna baths, and tips Rental
for skis, boots and poles is
about $10 weekly
For other information,
write Scandinavian National
Tourist Offices, 505 Fifth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.)
have
who
Travelers
dreamed of tang • trip
!
space may experience sorne4
thing akin to that reality in
mid-March in San Diego,
4---Catif,--11,842*--whow the ass
Reuben H Fleet Space
and Science Center
opens. It will premiere with
'A Voyage to the Outer
Planets," an integrated production of film and computer.
controlled star and planet
The 350-seat
projection
theater has a 76-foot hemispheric projection dome
There are a couple of more
week-long boat trips departing in February from San

In Las Vegas, Nev., the
Frontier has lowered its main
showroom prices New minimums are $8.50 for the dinner
show and $7.50 for the midnight show

Noce, France, will light up
Feb. 22 for its 100th annual
Mardi Gras carnival. There
will be daily parades during
An
the two weeks of gaiety.
eight-story Holiday Inn with
176 rooms will be completed in
July at lagnes, France.

The 732-passenger Southward, of the Norwegian
Caribbean Lines will sail out
of Galveston in the spring of
1974. Itineraries aren't definite but ports of call could include Nassau and Freeport in
the Bahamas, Montego Bay,
Jamaica, Georgetown, Grand
Cayman Island and Cozumel,
Mexico

\NNN,

By WENDELL P BC
Commissioner of Agrici
Affirmative action on t
of two major beef
associations to hold their
shows and meetings
tucky in 1974 give Kent
nucleus around which a
ca
show
livestock
established.
Department
The
Agriculture and liv
leaders have long be
terested in getting a
livestock show and exi
established in Kentucky
Kentucky Fair and Exi
Center in Louisville Is on
most modern show fad
the United States an
Kentucky a number
vantages in holding a
livestock show. Too, tt
Department
tucky
Agriculture has an outs'
show and sale program
includes a number of
that are national in sco
As for 1974, the Ai
Angus Association has s
dates at the Kentucky F
Exposition Center fo
An
November. The
Hereford Association's E
Directors has voted to
Kentucky in 1974 for its
meeting. Needless to sa
two meetings alone rept
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A new 200-room Royal Inn
has been opened in Tijuana,
Baja California. The 63 5 rrullion hotel is the second in a
chain of Royal Inns to be built
in Mexico. The first was built
in Ensenada in 1969
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When someone you love is far
away,reach out and touch them
with your Nuke.
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Dial them long distance. And when you do, dial an
economy call the One Plus way. There's no cheaper way to '
call them long distance.

PANCAKE A

4

MAN SIZE BREA
2 large pancakes,'
toast ( ham 10c ex

BUTTERMILK Pi
2 Pancakes
6 Silver Dollar Pa
2 Chocolate Chip 1
2 Coconut Pancak
2 Cheese Pancake
2 Peanut Butter F

If

FRUIT PANCAKI

You could get the full amount right

now!

...We can loan you the money immediately.
No waiting to do those things you want__
Phone or stop in and apply. Tell us how much
the government owes you. Well set up a Tax
Refund loan right now. You can repay the loan
when your refund arrives.
(Owe tax money? Let us help. We loan money
to pay taxes, wo. Phone.)

Fruit Filled &
taPPIng
2 Blueberry Park
2 Hawaiian Parka
2 Apple Pancakes
2 Pecan Pancake
Marvelously elegant purtogethers from Bleeker Street'
Dashing horizontal stripes buckled belt contrasting trim on
bodice and iacket All in fresh, freedom -loving polyestei
knit. Jacket/Bodice- Navy Skirt. Navy White Sires 8-18

•••••

Loans subject to our usual credit policy.

IMID1

citzwig7
ii/RIFT
OF At/AV4ICA

In Bel-ifir Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr.

Murray

Ph. 7535573

Crtnntie Nrbart
South Central Bell
Keeping you in touch

Murray Hwy.

oPpt

THREE ROLLEC
Fruit filled—Fruit
Apple roll-up •••
Blueberry roll-up,
Strawberry roll-d
Hawaiian roll-up.
Blackberry roll-ul

BUCK-WHEAT P
2 Pancakes

JUNIOR BREAK
3 Silver Dollar p

sausage

Mayfield Ky.
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State Leaders Are Interested In Livestock Show In Kentucky
By WENDELL P. BUTLER
Commissioner of Agriculture
Affirmative action on the part
of two major beef breed
associations to hold their annual
shows and meetings in Kentucky in 1974 give Kentucky a
nucleus around which a major
livestock
show
can
be
established.
The
Department
of
Agriculture and livestock
leaders have long been interested in getting a major
livestock show and exposition
established in Kentucky. The
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville is one of the
most modern show facilities in
the United States and gives
Kentucky a number of adk antages in holding a major
livestock show Too, the Kentucky
Department - of
Agriculture has an outstanding
.how and sale program, which
includes a number of everts
that are national in scope.
As for 1974, the American
Angus Association has set aside
dates at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center for midNovember. The
American
Hereford Association's Board of
Directors has voted to come to
Kentucky in 1974 for its annual
meeting. Needless to say, these
two meetings alone represent a

major event. In fact, they have this, and particularly since we
reserved over 800 hotel rooms have a major program already
and over 2,000 banquet reser- planned for 1974, I think Kenvations.
tucky's agricultural leadership
The other major beef breeds should do all it can to move
have expressed an interest in toward the establishment of a
coming to Kentucky for their major show in Kentucky
annual meetings and we are
It hardly seems necessary to
expecting some action from point out just what a show of
their boards in the near future. nationl
or
international
In
addition,
several magnitude would mean to
representatives from the sheep Kentucky. The economic imindustry have met with us to pact alone would be terrific.
discuss the possibilities of in- The publicity and the tourist
cluding sheep as a part of the
1974 show program.

promotion which it would
bring to Kentucky would be
worth untold millions annually.
It is true that such an undertaking would represent an
investment of dollars as well as
labor. But as we view the
future, I don't think our concern
should be what it will cost to
establish the show. Instead, we
should be asking ourselves,
what it will cost Kentucky if wo
do not get a major *Livestock
show established here. -

The International Livestock
Show at Chicago has for a
number of years been a major
livestock event. Although it has
had a tremendous impact on
agriculture and the livestock
industry, the general consensus
seems to be that the show IS
declining. Several factors have
contributed to this-relocation
of the Chicago Stockyards,
grow‘i in traffic and transportation problems and rising
cost in general, etc.
Livestock producers
throughout the country seeing
the possibility of further decline
in the Chicago show with a
possible closing all together,
would like to see
a show
established to fill the void that
this would create. In view of

GRAND OPENING

.
CRAFTS likiLIMITED:•4111

•

One stop for all Hobby, Knitting and
Crocheting Supplies. Many selectionsof Needlepoint
•
I.

F

Register for Door Prize Portable TV

lead to women being drafted, Happiness of Womanhood
By LOUISE COOK
would interfere with the rights (HOW)and Stop the ERA.
Associated Press Writer
Conservatives from rural
Conservatives, labor leaders of privacy between the sexes
and women who believe a fe- and would lead to the usurpa- areas also are leading the fight
male's place is in the home are tion of state lawmaking powers
in the forefront of an increas- by federal courts.
The North Carolina senate
ingly successful drive to block
ratification of the Equal Rights defeated the measure, 27 to 23,
Amendment to the U.S. Con- on Feb. 28. Six days later,
Rhyne introduced an amendstitution.
The
amendment-which ment to the state constitution
needs the approval of 38 states that would simply prohibit disto become law-has been re- crimination in employment and
jected by several states in re- education. "I don't believe we
cent weeks and even its staun- can go any farther than that
chest supporters consider pas- without getting involved in the
family and rights of privacy,"
sage unlikely this year.
As of now, n states have ra- he said.
The ERA also suffered a settified the amendment. In 15
others, the amendment either back in Maine, where the state
has been rejected or killed for senate, after several days of tie
this legislative session, al- votes, accepted an unfavorable
though further action may re- committee report on the subsurrect it. Action is pending in ject. The house, which Woody
had passed the measure, reapseven other states.
AFA
The arguments and the oppo- proved it, sending it back to the
nents vary from state to state, senate.
Leading the fight against
but the opposition appears to
focus on claims the measure adoption of the measure were
would interfere with privacy of the John Birch Society, the
the family, with existing legis- Maine State Federated Labor
Council, Young Americans for
lation and with states' rights.
Some opponents say it's just Freedom and groups called
too vague, and there is little in•
Advertiser.ienr,
dication of any closely knit, or•
ganized drive to defeat the
amendment.
A spokesman for the AFL•
C10 said that state labor federations have been lobbying
against the proposal in accordance with national policy, decided at the group's 1969 convention.
Chicago, Ill.-A free offer o •
He said the AFL-CIO opposes
the ERA because "it would nul- special interest to those wh
lify a good deal of protective hear hut do not understam
legislation for women workers words has been announced b •
that the women we represent Beltone. A non-operating mode
of the smallest Beltone aid eve
want "
The amendment was passed made will be given absolutely
by Congress on March 22, 1972, free to anyone answering this •
advertisement.
and must be ratified within sev•
Try it to see how it is worn
en years to become law It
in
the
privacy
of
your
own
reads: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied home without coat or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep, •
or abridged by the United
free. It weighs less than a third
States or by an state on acof an ounce, and it's all at ear
count of sex."
level, in one unit. No wires lead
Typical of the arguments from body to head.
•
against ratification are those
These models are free, so we •
given by North Carolina State suggest you write for yours
Sen. Jack Rhyne, a Democrat now. Again, we repeat, there is
from the predominantly urban no cost, and certainly no obligaGastonia County area.
tion. Write to Dept. 9534, BelRhyne contended that pas- tone Electronics Corp., 4201 W.
sage of the amendment would Victoria, Chicago, III. 60646.

LADY BOS'N MATE-Anneliese Knapp, 21, of
Delavan Wis is member of the crew of the Navy Hospital Ship Sanctuary

Os
Puget
TO WORK FOR YOU

Sauey Bar-B-0

1409 Main Street

against the ERA in Tennessee,
which ratified the measure last
year, but is one of several
states reconsidering the issue.

Phone

-‘t

1

753-7641

REMODELING SPECIAL
Ronnie Swain, owner and manager of Saucy Bar-B-Q and Pancake House, has just completed remodeling his restaurant. Mr. Swain added a new ceiling,
new wallpaper, a new lighting system, new booths and new carpet to make dining more pleasant and relaxing for you. Now the whole family can enjoy
a delicious meal and our friendly atmosphere.

* Be Sure To Come In This Week and Take Advantage of Our Remodeling Special *
We Serve Plate Lunches Daily from 10:30 until 8:00 p.m.
We Also Have Bar-B-Q Plate Lunches, Bar-B-Q Chicken, Fish Plates, Hamburger Steaks and Hot Roast Beef Sandwiches

- Check Our Taste-Tempting Menu and Hurry Out To See Us!! PANCAKE AND BREAKFAST MENU SERV ED ALL DAY EVERY DAY
MAN SIZE BREAKFAST
2 large pancakes, 2 eggs, bacon or sausage and
toast (ham 10c extra
BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
2 Pancakes
6 Silver Dollar Pancakes
2 Chocolate Chip Pancakes
2 Coconut Pancakes
2 Cheese Pancakes
2 Peanut Butter Pancakes

$1.40

3-86c
10-85c
3-$1.10

65c
6.5c
90c
90c
90c
95c

3-41.10
3-$1.15

FRUIT PANCAKES
Fruit Filled 8,1 Topped with fruit and dessert
topping
2 Blueberry Pancakes
95c
2 Hawaiian Pancakes
95c
2 Apple Pancakes
95c
2 Pecan Pancakes
95c
THREE ROLLED
Fruit filled-Fruit and dessert topping
Apple roll-up
Blueberry roll-up
Strawberry roll-up
Hawaiian roll-up
Blackberry roll-up
BUCK-WHEAT PANCAKES
2 Pancakes

$1.35
$1.35
$1.35
$1.35
$1.35
I- 90c

75c

JUNIOR BREAKFAST
3 Silver Dollar pancakes. 2 strips bacon
sausage

3-$1.15
3-$1 15
3-$1.15

0I'

70c

P ANC A K E
2 Pancakes
2 Pancakes
2 Pancakes
2 Pancakes

COMBINATIONS
and Bacon
and Sausage
and Ham
and 1 Egg

95c
95c
81.05
95c

3-41.10
3-91.10
3-$1.20
2 Eggs-41.10

FRENCH TOAST
3 Slices of Bread dipped in Batter

OMELETS
Plain
Cheese
Bacon
Sausage
Ham
Bacon & Cheese
Sausage & Cheese
Ham & Cheese

*

EGGS AND COMBINATIONS
One Egg
Two Eggs
One Egg and Bacon
One Egg and Ham
One Egg and Sausage
Two Eggs and Bacon
Two Eggs and Ham
Two Eggs and Sausage
Served with Toast
Bacon and Toast
Sausage and Toast
Ham anti Toast

Plate Lunches Served Noon and Evenings

$1.00

0.•ILIMALS.•1
.1A1-$.1.00

A 14.1

$110
$1 15
$115
$1.20
.SI 25
••51.25

50c
65c
80c
9(k•
80c
90c
91.00
00c
60c
65c
70c

SANDWICHES
Porky B.B.Q. (on bread
Saucy B.B.Q. (on bun
Plain B.B.Q. (on bread
Hamburger (plain )
Hamburger (dressed /
Jumbo Hamburger
Cheeseburger (plain)
Cheeseburger (dressed )
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Chuckwagon
Roast Beef
Fish -

kMP"- Pf§§

1

4

Murray - 101 Arcadia
Across from Central Shopping Center)

Opposition Seen For Equal Rights Bill

How's
Your
Hearing?

V' •V V"
March 15, 16, 17

MONDAY-MARCH 12, 1973

LARGE PIATES
B.B.Q. Plate
14 B.B.Q. Chicken
Fish Plate
Above served with choice of :1
Slaw, Baked Beans, Potato Salad,
French Fries and Hot Rolls
Chili Dog
Double Chili Dog
Hot Dog
Hot Ham
Ham and Cheese
Toasted Cheese
Egg
Ham and Egg
Sausage and Egg
Bacon and Egg

$1.80
$1.55
$1.55

Above served with choice of 2
Slaw, Baked Beans, French Fries
or Potato Salad

35c
15c a dip
35c
50c45c
25c
,25c
-90c ,
5c
.30c
45c

This Coupon Worth

60c
96c
35c
55c
65c
35c
50c
75c
70c
70c

HOMEMADE CHILI
SMALL PLATES
B.B.Q. Plate
B.B.Q. Chicken
4 Lb. Hamburger Steak
Fish Plate

EVERYDAY
Li Lb. Hamburger Steak.. French Fries and Slaw
Roast Beef Sandwich .Mashed Potatoes and Gravy
DESERT
Pie
Ice Cream
Sundaes. Chocolate and Strawberry
SIDE ORDERS
Combination Salad
Potato Salad
Slaw
4 B.B.Q. Chicken and Roll
Baked Beans
French Fries
Onion Rings

254-°ff
Any Breakfast Order

.6o(
El 541
$1 30
$1 30
$1 30

One Ticket will qualify each
person in a party or family
group.
This coupon good Tuesday and Wednesday
Only, March 13 8i 14 from 7-10 a.m. or
from 5-8 p.m.
Saucy Bar-B-Q and Pancake House
vrj_ Coupon
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By EDWARD NE1LAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON -- The
laser, one of the most promising tools of science, is now being used to make a better contact lens
A computer-operated laser
is being used by a Norfolk,
Va., firm to place holes in
contact lenses used by wearers throughout the United
States
The process, in effect, turns
out —air-conditioned" contact
lenses which wearers say are
much more comfortable than
early models
The original process, called
the "Micropore" system, uses
the 9,600-degree heat of a
laser to place tiny holes in
contact lenses The heat of the
laser vaporizes the lens plastic and seals each hole thereby eliminating the need to repolish the lens
While more than 100 holes
have been created in a single
lens for experimental purposes,lenses for patients have
30 or fewer holes.
"Contact lens experts have
long known that fenestrated
lenses can offer better circulation for most patients," according to Adolph Lombart,
OD president of Lambert
Lenses, the firm which produces the lenses
:While the concept of better
circulation is widely accepted
In the ophthalmic profession,
technology of placing
holes in lenses has been limited by such elements as tune,
cost, lens damage from drilling, and inconvenience —
problems resolved by the
Mic-ropore process"
"The Micropore lens, when
prescribed by an ophthalmic
professional, can be of significaot value to many lens
wearers," Lombart said. "Inquiries from almost every
state attest to the need for a
lens with better circulation
properties.''
For millions of Americans,
the use and care of contact
lenses is a daily activity as
normal as trushing ones
teeth.
The modern contact lens
represents a wondrous combi,nationd both medical scierer
and manufacturing technology
The concept of a contact
lens was first described by

re
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Leonardo du Vinci in journals
which were written about
1508.
In 1632, Rene Descartes, the
noted French philosopher,
mathematician and scientist,
suggested a contact lens that
could be placed directly on the
cornea, or colored section of
the eye
It was not until 1887 that a
patient was able to wear a
contact lens on a regular
basis
A German glassblower,
Muller, made a lens for
an individual whose eyelid
had been removed in a surgical procedure. The patient
was able to wear this first lens
until his death 20 years later.
Muller's lens, which covered the cornea and the white
area of the eye, or sclera, was
called a. "sclera! lens"
The scleral lens, because of
its size, was difficult to insert
and remove from the eye.
Also, the scleral lens tended to
cloud and could only be worn
for several hours at best
Today's contact lens, in
most cases,fits directly on the
cornea The small ophthalmic
device is rarely visible-and for
this reason many people think
of contact lenses primarily as
cosmetic aids
In truth, contact lenses
have valuable medical functions, the most important of
which is that they can provide
excellent visible acuity
Nonflexible lenses, popularly called "hard" lenses, are
placed directly on the cornea
and therefore their distance,
or focal length, from the
retina does not vary. In contrast, common eyeglasses can
move and slip, thereby changing their distance from the
retina

WHITE WHEAT FOR REDS— The Soviet ship Vysotsk loads 440,000 bushels of white wheat at Port of Longview,
Wash , while a Burlington Northern grain train, right, replenishes grain ,n massive 5.2 million bushel elevator of the Continental Grain Compare,

Murray Students
..
To Visit Russia TOUf InffivIdual Horoscope
Frances Drake
This Summer

Christianity will be invading
Russia this summer as two
Murray State students will be
spending eight weeks in several
of the C,ommunist courtries.
Dan Butler, and his wife,
Mary, will be leaving May 30,
from Toronto, Canada for a twomonth tour of Russia, Rumania,
In effect, such movement
changes tir visual acuity of Czechoslovakia and Hungary,
Yugoslavia,East Germany and
the wearer
Poland.
The purpose of the trip, to
Flexible lenses, more commonly known as "soft include 25 students from
lenses, do not offer the consis- various
universities in the
tently high level of visual acu- U.S., will be to provide the
ity associated with nonflex- young people with the opable lenses because of their portunity to work in youth
high water content. The abil- camps and to help in the
ity of flexible lenses to retain establishment of new
churches
liquids cap. have Important
The
Toronto
Christian
ophthalmic -implications, acMission, an independent
cording to experts.
Christian Church, is sponsoring
For most people contact the tour along with other
lenses are used for correcting churches, including His Howie,
vision. The American Optom- an
off-campus
religious
etric Association reports that student center at Murray.
more than seven million peoThe Murray State seniors
ple have been fitted for lenses represent the first married
in the United States The AOA couple to be chosen for
such a
estimated that an additional trip. The Butlers
are from
720,000 are fitted each year
Marion, K y

1
.
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MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
Ladies'or Men's

100 each
must

VIRGO
not e
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2:3)
An excellent day for both
business and personal interests.
Even if you have to make some
compromises, it will be
profitable in the long run.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
You may not size up °emotional situations as accurately as usual. Better
double-check' On the personal
side, romance and travel
favored
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 'Iv OK—
Some seemingly ungovernable moments indicated, but
you can handle with your native
Intelligence and astuteness.
Just be sure to keep emotions
under control

No one likes to think about going to the hospital
Yet one Kentucky family out of every three will
have someone receive hospital caN. this year
That's why prepaid health care protection such
as Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky
are vital to you and your family
If you are an eligible individual there is a
Blue Cross and Blue Shield program designed
for you.
Blue Cross offers a variety of hospitalization
plans that pay from $25 to $40 a day for your
room, plus comprehensive benefits with full
payment for all covered hospital expenses
Blue Shield provides a choice of two indemnity
schedules with payment up to ($270)($405) for
surgical expense plus allowances for in-hospital
medical, X-ray and anesthesia.
You may also be eligible for Extended
Benefits coverage which increases and adds
specified benefits to your Blue Cross and
Blue Shield coverage
So even though -you don't antic4pate a
hospital stay, it doesn't cost anything to get
the facts from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky. Simply fill out the coupon below.
There's no obligation, no salesman will call
Group plans may be formed where there are
five or more eligible employees

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec 21,
VP
A good day for attaining one
of your cherished goals.
Someone behind the scenes is
working in your interests.

e

Helping you get
good health care
you can afford

CAPRICORN
(Dec. M to Jan 20r Vlitrt
A fine day for teamwork.
Many useful ideas will result
from an exchange of views with
associates. Some good news
indicated in the p m.
AQUARIUS
-ere(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
A down-to-earth attitude
needed. Don't let yourself be
drawn into a whirlwind of
rumor and speculation — now
rife in many quarters.

SWEATERS
Coupon

WITNESSES
Village
elders like these are hying
witnesses to history of
troubled South Vietnam

You don't plan on it.
But shouldn't you plan for it?

Look in the section in which
your birthday conies and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
Certain events can act as
guideposts for the future. Keep
attuned to new trends and don't
miss a trick.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Personal relationships at
their most congenial. In fact, a
resourceful friend may even
help you to attain a long
cherished desire.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 114%Face possible changes with
end= ui y. With YOUR knowhow and ingenuity, you can
cope. Romance in high favor
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Keep on your toes now.
Sudden intrusions or interruptions will call for unusual
diplomacy in handling.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A potentially fine day.

An exhibition of wartime
photography by two graduates
of Murray State University
opened March 4, in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at the
University.
Scheduled to continue through
March 23, the exhbiit will include both black and white and
full color photographs taken by
Capt. John Greg Hopkins and
Sgt. Barry Johnson.
Hopkins, currently stationed
with the Army at Ft. Huachuca,
Az. is a 1967 graduate of Murray
State.
His pictures were taken
during a tune sequence in
Quang Tai, Quer% Ngai, and
Danang in South Vietnam
Many of Captain Hopkins
pictures were taken while under
heavy fire.
Sgt. Barry Johnson, a 1968
graduate of Murray State,
taught at Lone Oak High School,
before enlisting in the U.S.. Air
Force. He has recently completed special study with Ansel
Adams, nationally known
photographer, in Yosemite
National Park.
The public is invited to view
the exhibit during the gallery's
open house - 8:30 a.m. to 430
p.m., Monday thru Friday: 830
a.m to 12 noon, Saturdays, and
from 2 to 5 p m Sunday

accompany

Limit 1
Suede Extra

Expires 3/14/73

-•

Don't let surface glitter
beguile you now. Search for
facts before accepting any
proposition — no matter how
rosy it sounds.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely intelligent individual, a quick thinker and an
idealist, with a flair for the
unusual. You have a vivid
imagination, a strong will and
an outstanding sense of justice.
You are one of the zodiac's true
humanitarians, and a life of
service is almost sure to be in
the cards for you. You are
creative, too, and could
especially succeed in literature,
niusic, painting or interior
decoration. Business is not
really your forte but if it appeals to you, you COULD make
a success of real estate. Birthdate of: Edward Albee.
playwright; Jack Lait, editor,
journalist; Joseph Priestley,
Eng. chemist, philosopher

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1173 For • personal lap NMI
forecast on haeltro. wealth. kw* and
marriage. bend 51 l70 Pluf 75 cent% In
on tor postage and headline to
Hororrop• Rook Deportment. Ile. In,
Old Ch•Pbfb• Stiption. New York. N Y
10011. mentioning This anew.
Print your NAME ADDRESS Witt,
2410, Mid DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
you ge me right torecest tor your
NNW Oen)

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Kentucky 3101 Bardstown
Road. Louisville. Kentucky 40205 Please send me
without obligation nongrouo informatton
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements
Check all items
Name(Mr((Mrs )(Miss)
that apply)
Address
Age 016-24 025-39
City
040-64 065 Or Over
I am DGetting married
Employed by(Company name)
OA college student
(Company address)
OPresently a4nember of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
interested in improving my
- benefits My Certificate No
.
Ornterested in forming an Employee Group(5 or more
employees)
Farm Bureau Members. See Your Farm
Bureau Agent
•••• Mao BOND Com Owl •
f•loheofo onor,offoo of IWO *AIM
Nen

Whether a man's h
his castle or just a c
property papered wt
,gages, it's one of his
portant lifetime po
So the National
of Home Builders is
teach American y
the value of a home,
built and its care long
they are ready to acqu
The idea is to
stnicting chikiren in
building techniques
tune they're 7 or 8 ye
Guideline for the
now being offered
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page pamphlet entill
Young Peoples' G
Home Building," pr
the NAHB
Illustrated with e
ing cartoons, the
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through each step of
home is built, along
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An added incentive
ing housing from the
up, so to speak, is a
field trip to constructi
ects, so the kids can
hand the building of
board try: board, nail
In some cities, like
ego, Calif., the local
Contractors Associa
sors a contest in whu
arid third graders su
drawing of a plan a
this question:
"What do you think
house you buy (
grow up) will look
Youngsters who le
trig sites come up in
tions like: "How do
the roof from falling
or "How do you put
door" or "How do y
the ground is level
build a house?"
They always get
The elementary
gram is part of a
sumensin plan to
better understandim
proved relations
prospective ho
the builder
Contractors figure
can get a mesge the children, they
the parents, too. And
a youngster who I
thing about home but
know more about
buying when he
mg for that castle.
take care of it af
A "laser" cane to
blind move about f
easily and surely is
%eloped for the Ve
ministration, but ev
may make things a
for other sightless
J M Benjamin,
tronic engineer and
of Bionic Inst
near Philadelphia,
cane uses three
pencil-thin infrar
beams to probe
rnent in front of a
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One beam expl
for about 10 feet
ahead: another is
ward to protect
body and head, a
aims straight
warn the cane
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jamin explains, a
hack from any
surface or object
silicon photo dete
cane's upper half.
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for example, actu
spindle that pops
cane and actually
holder's finger,
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white cane SIMI •
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After the VA c
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they will be made
the public, Beni
While they may c
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down with dims
he predicts. A
guide dog costs fa
even the $1,500 Ca
cases, Benjamin
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GOOD NEWS

Kids learn
of man's
castle

ROSES

By FRANK MACOMBER
(opley News Service
Whether a man's home is
his castle or just a chunk of
property papered with mortgages, it's one of his most important lifetime possessions.
So the National Association
of Home Builders is trying to
teach American youngsters
the value of a home, how it is
built and its care long before
they are ready to acquire one.
The idea is to begin instructing children in home
building techniques by the
time they're 7 or 8 years old.
Guideline for the course,
now being offered in many
elementary schools, is a 34page pamphlet entitled The
Young Peoples' Guide to
Home Budding," prepared*
the NAHB.
Illustrated with eye-adds.
ing cartoons, the pruner cowries the young student
through each step of how a
home is built, along with a
history of housing from the
time that families lived in
caves.
An added incentive to learning housing from the ground
up, so to speak, is a guided
field trip to construction projects, so the kids can see first
hand the building of a house,
board by board, nail by nail.
In some cities, like San Diego, Calif., the local Building
Contractors Association sponsors a contest in which second
and third graders submit the
drawing of a plan answenng
this question
"What do you think the first
house you buy (when you
grow up will look like?"
Youngsters who visit building sites come up with questions like: "How do you keep
the roof from falling down'"
or "How do you put knobs on a
door" or "How do you know
the ground is level before you
build a house"
They always get answers.
The elementary school program is part of a new Calsurnensm plan to promote
better understanding and improved relations between the
prospective homeowner and
the builder
Contractors figure if they
can get a message across to
the children, they can reach
the parents, too. And besides,
a youngster who learns something about home building will
know more about what he's
buying when he begins looking for that castle. And how to
take care of it afterward.
A "laser" cane to help the
blind move about faster, more
easily and surely is being developed for the Veterans Administration, but eventually it
may make things a lot safer
for other sightless people.
J. M. Benjamin, an electronic engineer and president
of Bionic Instruments, Inc.,
near Philadelphia, says the
cane uses three electronic
pencil-thin infrared light
beams to probe the environment in front of a blind person.
One beam explores an area
for about 10 feet directly
ahead another is angled upward to protect the upper
body and head, and a third
aims straight downward to
warn the cane holder of
abrupt drops in the terrain.
The cautioning beams, Benjamin explains, are bounced
back from any intervening
surface or object by a small
silicon photo detector in the
cane's upper half.
The returning signals are
amplified and trigger a series
of sound and touch signals
easily "read" by the user.
The straight-ahead signal,
for example, actuates a tiny
spindle that pops out of the
cane and actually tickles the
holder's finger, Benjamin
points out. it emits a pulsing
sound as well.
The upward signal turns on
a high-pitched sound and the
downward one a low-pitched
"whooping" noise.
All this is contained in a
white cane similar to that
used by the blind.
It weighs little more than a
pound and only a few switches
make it appear to be different
from any other cane.
After the VA contract for
the canes has been fulfilled,
they will be made available to
the public, Benjamin says.
While they may cost $1,500 at
the start, the cost will come
down with niass prodUctRin,
he predicts. A Seeing Eye
guide dog costs far more than
even the 81,500 cane in many
cases, Benjamin points out.

In Murray

Prices In This Ad Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., March 12-13-14

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.• 1-6 SUNDAY

LADIES 100% POLYESTER

LADIES NYLON

LADIES

ELEPHANT LEG
SLACKS

HOT'FAVISET

PEIGNOIR SET

Fashionable Knit Polyester in red

3 Lovely Styles in 100% Nylon

mint, navy, yellow, blue or beige.

100% cotton in sizes 5 to 13.
Pink, blue or ivory,
Belt loops, no pockets.

Sizes &MA,
Reg. 5 12

Similar to illustration.

Regular '9.00
2 Styles for Your Selection
Soft pastel colors accented with
delicate white lace
LADIES NYLON TRICOT

BANKAMERICARD

PRINTED BOUCLE

Baby Doll Pajamas
and Waltz Gowns

WARP KNIT
45' wide, several prints. Ideal for long
skirts and dresses.
Regular 1.2.88 yd.

Pastel and Fashion Colors
Size Med & Large

2,181
FURNACE FILTERS
A Size to Fit Most Furnaces

FOLD'N DROP LEAF TABLE

Reg.
'3.99

$299

•Ideat oriTamping, picnics, padies: /Mat construction, tigtitiverghtfor-easy-atirt,Regular 58 o

MATTRESS or
BOX SPRING

81
/
2'x 111
/
2'

ROOM SIZE RUG
Ideal for any room in your house
90% rayon and 10% nylon for long
wear and easy cleaning. Tweed design
in popular colors.

Factory close-out of mismatched covers.
Twin or Double Bed Size

Values to '69.95 ea.
Excellent

$
66
41. Ar Each

PORCELAIN

COOKWARE SET
.1 Qt. Saucepan & Cover •2 Qt Saucepan &
Cover •4 Qt Casserole •9" Fry Pan & Cover
Bittersweet
Color

Reg. '7.77

TV TRAYS

BATH TOWELS
Stripes and Solids

Reg.
'15.88
PLASTIC

BOWL SET
Mix and Serve
Qt Bowl
2 Qt Bowl
3 Qt, Bowl
5 Qt, Bowl
Dishwasher
Safe!

Cotton Terry

CHENILLE
BEDSPREAD
Twin & Full Size

Reg. to 54.97
AV

72;

54.97
on 2

MAGNETIC ROLLERS

LYSOL SPRAY
DISINFECTANT

Giant Sire
8 Rollers
20 Roller Pins

pi IC MD
rf A P11.04.)

•Herb •Lemon •Balsam

Reg. '1.47

Eliminates Odors,
Kills Germs 14 Or
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THE ALCOHOLIC

Beer drinker can
become addicted
By BOB SCOTT'
Copley News Service

KENTUCKY

Dear Sincere:
There will be nothing In
your life so rewarding as the
joy you receive from working
with alcoholics. There is no
wasted effort and they get so
well so fast
1 believe that the alcoholics
Indiana need help, too in
Dear Mrs. S.:
arid if you don't do it, who
It is true People who drink
will' We don't have an openeither beer or whisky are donow, but
ing so because tif the -drug" ing in our staff right
suggest
still
I'd
did,
we
if
even
which
alcohol,
ethyl
effect of
where
thmg
your
do
thalyzu
founel mail-legal beverages:you are
Because alcoholics are adI happen to know that southdicted to ethyl alcohol, it
ern Indiana needs a lot of help
doesn't matter in which form
to create and operate proit is ingested. beer, wine,
grams for alcoholics Really
whisky, vodka, gin, chamwant to help' Go see the chappagne, brandy, etc. Many allain Rev. Roy LynnH at
coholics are beer drinkers and
Evansville College There's
it is unfortunately a fact that
plenty to do.
the myths of beer dnnking beHopefully,
come a part of the destructive
Bob
alibi system
Bob Scott can be reached at
As you requested. I am forBeverly Manor Alcoholism
wardmg you a copy of the
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
booklet, "It's Best to Know "
Ave., Orange, Calif. 42666
Bob
(Telephone 714433-95132i.
ICopyright, 1973, Copley
Dear Bob:
Service and Beverly
News
prayer
It was an answer to
Enterprises.
to find your article in the
SHORT TRIP
Princeton, Ind , Clarion I feel
that im life must be given to
A 1,990-tan ship rolled over
the alcoholic I am 100 per
and sank immediately after
being launched at Kochi.
vent disabled 'draw pension)
Japan, recently
but get around well Is there

has been or will be involved in a.crippling or
fatal traffic accident.

GEE - •
T.1.4 AT S A SL4AL4E
L44. can-fens

\

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY

--

LEGAL NOTICE

By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service

Dear Sir:
In the Herald-News, Joliet,
I read your article, "The
alcoholic-beer drinkers can
become alcoholic." Please
send me research material on
the subject.

DOES SNOOPY TN* NE HAS
A CHANCE?I5 HE CONFIDENT?

Classifieds
PAY

1 One out of every two people living todag either

anything you have I could do
there'

NEW YORK - "There will
be no funeral service "
"The funeral service will be
private."
"The family asks that instead of flowers a contribution
be made to the deceased's favorite charity''
"Mr. Doe left his body for
medical research."
Such announcements are
turning tip more and more often at the eiifdf'ôitiiry no--"
tices about,, the famous and
near-famous whose deaths
are noted in daily newspapers

LEM@

Driving school can save lives
By FRANK MACOMBle:R
Copley News Service
If you watch professional or
college football, you know the
team that lacks a tight defense usually gets clobbered
It takes only a little Imagination to shift the same odds
over to the nation's streets

and highways The National
Safety Council says every 10
minutes someone dies in an
auto accident in this country,
mostly because too few motorists are tight defensive
drivers
The council and its hundreds of local chapters around
the nation had this in mind

Y ELSE WOULD HE SE
LDIN6 A TROPHY CASE'

sumSTEAD
YOU 5-41 100
YOUCZ OJ
BUSINESS'

when they inaugurated defensive driving courses in four
two-hour weekly classroom
sessions a few years ago.
Today defensive driving
courses are offered to millions
of American motorists, either
through service clubs, senior
citizens' groups, at private
schools, police and fire departments and sheriff's offices, military personnel and
federal, state and local government employe groups.
Matter of fact, if you qualify
for none of these, you still can
join a class by applying to the
local chapter of the National
Safety Council.
Council officials say, however, that not enough motorists have made use of defensive driving schools They
point to the fact that the annual U.S. traffic death toll, instead of gradually dropping,
is moving steadily upward toward the 60,000 level, or more
than 150 fatalities every 24
hours.
Since the first American
died in an auto accident In
1899, efforts to control traffic
accidents have been pretty
much on a piecemeal, stateby-state basis.
The National Highway
Safety Act of 1966 was destgned to change at! that, -to
bring federal, state and local
governments into one focus on
the problem

Yet, council officials say it's
difficult to attract people to
voluntary nighttime classes,
even though most of theni
would agree that defensive
driving know-how someday
might save their lives
In California, the state Legislature has approved a resolution calling on the Department of Motor Vehicles to
study the feasibility of requiring motorists to take a defensive driving course as a condition of their operator's license
renewal
The defensive driver student workbook - what you
must learn to earn a Certificate of Appreciation from the
National Safety Council contains eight sections and is
spiced with sprightly cartoons
to emphasize the dos and
don'ts of highway safety

While there still are many
funerals replete with carloads
of flowers, open caskets, processions to the cemetery and
other traditional - and expensive -- trappings of final
rites, there is a growing trend
toward simple services and,
indeed, no services at all
In recent months the subjects of death and burial have
been more freely discussed
than ever before
While people tended in the
past to be reluctant to talk
about what was to become of
them after death, or even to
consider the process of death
itself, today there are classes
and discussion groups as well
as individual therapy sessions
un thanatology - the "science of death
In their discussions people
have been learning to face up
to the one most incontrovertible fact of life - death their own as well as that of
others And they have become
more willing to consider the
alternatives for disposition of
their remains
Feelings run high on both
sides of the question whether
there should be funerals.
Some people are convinced
that the body must be left intact in order to come back to
life on "resurrection day."
Others, including some
clergymen, regard a funeral
as helpful to the bereaved in
facing the reality and finality
of the death of one they love.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 572,
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
FURTHER AMENDING ORDINANCE NUMBER 327 SO AS
CERTAIN
CHANGE
TO
LICENSE OR PRIVILEGE TAX
FEE AS PROVIDED FOR
UNDER SECTION III OF ORDINANCE NUMBER 327 AS
AMENDED, ORDINANCE
NUMBER 327 BEING AN ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR
THE CLASSIFICATION AND
LICENSING OF VEHICLES
PLYING THE STREETS OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AND
PRESCRIBING A PENALTY
ORDINANCE,
BE IT ORDANIED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
1: Literary
SECTION
paragraph one (1) of Section III
of Ordinance Number 327, as
amended, is further amended so
as to read when further amended
as follows, to-wit:
-SECTION III: The license or
privilege tax required to be paid
under the terms of this ordinance
is as follows:
"la) For each passenger
automobile, $10.00:
"(bi For each motor truck or
motor truck and trailer with a
total tonnage of less than one I ii
ton, $10.00
'(Cl For each motor truck or
motor truck and trailer with a
total tonnage of more than one
I) ton, $10.00:
"Id) For each motorcylce,
$2.00:
"Iel For each motorbike or
motor scooter, $2.00."
SECTION II: So much of Ordinance Number 327, as amended
which is in conflict herewith is
hereby repealed to the extent of
such conflict and to such extent
only. In all other respects, Ordinance Number 327, as
heretofore amended is hereb
reaffirmed
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

WANT-ADS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Give Loretta, Larry, Wayne or Don a call at

Wilson Real Estate
Member of Multiple listing
202 S. 4th across from Post Office
753-3263
Sales Personnel ( residence Phones1
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Larry Wright 753-6883
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Don Nanny 753-9912
*************************
Property for you in the City
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, central heat and
air, Robertson school district, built in 1964.

EoR SAI.E

15' DUO tri-hull runabout with tilt
trailer, trailer jack, electric
winch, 65 H.P. Johnson-power
lift, 6 H.P. Johnson. Loaded with
extra equipment. Phone 7537658.
M 12P

SERVICES OFFERED

FOUR BEDROOMS, plus study, 212 baths, family room
with fireplace, double garage, patio with grill, built in
1970.

FARMALL CUB with all attachments, $850.00. Phone 7530984.
M13C

THREE BEDROOM BRICK near university, carpeted,
outside storage, priced under $24,000
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, three bedroom brick, Ili
baths, built 1964, located on Kirkwood.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, central beat and
air, landscaped, paved drive, 12 years old, excellent
condition, near southside shopping
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, central heat and
air, redwood patio with grill, one block from Robertson,
built in 1971.

PEST CONTROL
FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Corn,
March 27C
pony,753-7386.

INTERESTED IN AN OLDER HOME? Four bedroom
frame,two baths, half basement,lot 450feet deep.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK, den, carport, baseboard
beat, fenced courtyard for child's play, under $21,000.

Another Viewo

7534916

COLOR T.V. 19" portable,
limited quantity. While they last,
$299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
March 160
Kentucky.

GIRL'S CLOTHES. sizes 5 Jr.
and 5 Jr. petite, 7 Jr. and 7 Jr.
petite, odd shirts, blouses,
dresses, coat, pant suit, short
fits, andr4C-batios,4
753-7495.
MIX

EIGHT ROOM FRAME,two baths, two kitchens, across
from MSU's Business Building.

MONDAY-MARCH 12, 1973

641 NORTH Pet Shop Puppies,
Eskimo spitz, chthuahuas, toy'
poodles, beagles, fish and supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 7539457.
March 17C
14' ALUMA craft boat, model FD,
20 H.P. Johnson motor, low
hours. Phone 753-6202 or 7533648.
M14C
BEDROOM SUITE, good condition. Brown couch. Two maple
end tables. Two lamps. Cheap.
Phone 7534387 after 5:00 p.m.
M14C

TWO BEDROOM FRAME, carpeted, under $12,080.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION -Living room with fireplace,
dining room, three or four bedrooms, garage. It's an older
home in good condition.

TABLE AND six chairs with
maple finish, $75.00 Phone 7537293.
M14C

THREE BEDROOM BRICK AND PLASTER-PS baths,
swimming pool with patio recently redecorated

Spiders

Termites
Eat Your Home

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking:
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
-JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4929637.
TFC

-AN Nerds Pmenelf
104,
..•..

3- it

"T-E GENERAL iq &7r 41/W;ELF 146 tialNG.THE PENTAGON
SUGGESTED HE
JOIN A OW POOL."
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TV TOWERS
Lowest Price Ever!!

REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Fluidex $1.69-Lose weight with
Des-A-Diet capsules $1.96 at Dale
and Stubblefield RX Drugs. ETC

NOTICE

NOTICE

HEAVY DUTY ROTORS
List '59.95

SAVE 120.00

oiN‘'t $399

%?Oa
175 Mile Range UHF/VHF and FM
ANTENNA List '79.95 C°
$4995
- LIMITED SUPPLY -

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street -Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC
PEFtSON AI J Y
CONDUCTED
tours to Alaska, New Orleans,
Mackinac Island, Michigan,
Mexico, New England, Nova
Scotia, Ozarks,etc Write for 1973
brochure. Mrs. Helen Miller,
Pennyrile Tours, Route 4,
Hopkinsville, Ky 42240.
M2OP

Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be devils ed ! Termites warts 24 hours a day the year
-- round Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
Murra% h%

100 S 13th Street
Phonr 753-3914 Das or Nile

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
,/ Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

FREE SERVICE on all Kirby
HELP WANTED
POODLE
CLIPPING
and
vacuums over 5 years old For
grooming. Experienced. Phone
appointment with authorized
YOU may qualify'
TEACHERS:
-753-41111.
March 19NC
Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or
for a job related position In
after 12 30 pm Offer
753-0359
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; educational sales If you would good until April 7
April 12C
like to get complete information
carpets, furniture, floors, w
and specialities services. Call for position for an unlimited
call
income opportunity
Servicernaster collect 247If You
Mayfield, 347-4618, or write Ray
7333.
April
Miss
Shreve, P.O. Box 726, Mayfield, I
FOR ALL your additions- Ky.
M13C
Pleas. Phone
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
Your
estimates.Call 7534123.
TFC

Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

FORD 1964 Camper Special
pickup, air conditioned, overload
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
•
INCOME PROPERTY-Duplex, partially furnished,
springs, 10 x16.5 tires, 1968
Phone Parts, 6424551
Central Shopping Center
TFC
centrally located.
Vistaliner camper, gas-electric Murray, Ky.
Phone
753
5865
If No Results:
************************
refrigerator, gas stove and oven,
Wanted For Full
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower,
Property for you out of city
AC-DC lights and many other
Phone
tiller repair, blackarnith work,
JUST TWO MILES OUT-Four bedroom br1ck-11Pb baths,
Time Job
extras. Phone 753-8136.
M240KUSTOM 200 PA system. Ex- 250 POUNDS of number 2 welding. Gene Knight. Route 1.
built-ins in kitchen, approximately 2,2 wooded acres, on
April 12F
cellent condition. Used by Keniand red clover seed, 35 cents Phone 753-4036.
Apply In Person-paved road.
Ironstone. Will sacrifice for per pound Phone 7534567 M I3C
Before 5:00 p.m.,
at
7iii'PICKUP disc, sealed bearing, $450.00. Phone 436-5888 8:30 cm •
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths, sunken living
Then
3 point hitch. Phone 489-2174 1:00p.m.
M13NC WD ALLLS Chalmers tractor FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
room, dining room, built in 1971.
after 5:00p.m.
Good condition good tires. tank installation Phone 753M14P
Alter 5:30 p.m. and
Plows. Phone 753-6605.
M13P 7850
S./
TFC
So so sr so sr so Sr Sr sr%
f.,
So
FOUR BEDROOMS, built in 1967, located near Penny
Until 6:30 p.m.
BABY STROLLER, $10.00. Baby
MY COMPANY needs three
King's Den
Road, Under $20,00e.
ANTIQUE
JENNY
Lind
bedroom
swing-omatic, $5.00. Both like 1)
)
Men's Clothonip
salesmen to cal/ on customers
suite. Good condition. Priced
new. Phone 753-5091.
APPRECIATION SALE
M14C
who have requested borne
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME,two baths, half basement, it
Myhill
&
Wilson
reasonable.
Phone
753-3634. MIX
Southside Slsopping
-demonstrations et ray mermV from Murray.
toe.
PHiTCHETT.,
,ff‘(
oft. oft
EIGHT TRACK Craig tape
chandise. Gualigaill-iiffray, JOE
r
"rt ainting
500' WEATHERED lumber.
District
1.
March
magistrate
for
player,
home
model,
self
concommission,
with
unlir-ited
plus
FIVE MILES OUT,Three bedroom frame, approximately
Phone 492-8670
M13P
tamed amp, 2 speakers Over 30
(Interior & Exterior)
income potential. I have written 1726C
six acres on federal highway.
CAMERA-USED Canon Demi,
tapes $100.00. Phone 753from customers who
EE17 35 min half frame, Lens SM BEAGLE PUPPIES,*10.00 each.
Appliance Painting requests
8002
Ml7P
have been waiting for as long as 8
ES ACHSpokbeirtheast of Murray.
15
to
B
speed
Phone
500
lens,
469-2659
after
p.m.
30mm 1:17-10
months to see my merchandise,
Phone 753-9382 or
Phone 492-8814 or weekdays,all day weekend100 second.
FOUR BEDROOMS, Three baths, two kitchens, (apartand new requests coming in all
FIBERGLASS
BOAT, 16' 492-8445 after 5:00 p.m. M14NC s.
M13C
4th & Chestnut
ment furniture included 1, 350 feet deep lot, built in '60,
753-6995 after
the time. The men I select must
Glastron,33 H.P. Evinrude motor
bordering city limits.
une-ups & Repair
honest,
be
neat,
clean,
mature,
and trailer. Excellent condition.
5:00 p.m.
TRAVEL T AILER, 1971
self starters who can work
Phone 753-2264 after 6:00
Holiday, 20'
ized water AMMONS.
American & Foreign
FOR
SALE
ELEVEN ROOMS, THREE BATHS, central beat borwithout close supervision. They
p.m.
M14('
syste
ho
k gas or
dering city. How about an office building, fraternits house
JETCO METAL
must be men who own a seeCars Serviced
3 burner
e
c r
or child care center?
DETECTOR
Boyd, Woodward, 1 likable automobile, are not Phon• 753-9043
range
tic oven, 112
afraid to work late hours and are
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Good Condition
or 120 volt
ice system with
Stanley, Inc.
REDUCED-Five bedrooms, three baths, basement, near
willing to spend some nights
hearing aid batteries for all make
battery
Fully self con304 N. 4th
Kentucky Lake,
Spring Cleaning?
away from home Sales ex- H. Therrien & T. Warren
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs M14('
tamed
hitch included.
Proprietors
perience desirable but not abLet us do it toe you We're
Phone 436-2112
M13P
THREE BEDROOM frame, Wring ream, dining room,
specialists in home and lawn
solutely
necessary
if
you
are
the
10'156',
1964,
MOBILE
HOME,
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
wiring
roofing
care,
kitchen, approximately 12 years di and under 17,000.
right man, since a complete iik***************.
plumbing and short-distance
and concrete splash blocks completely furnished, carpeted, SEVERAL
GOOD
used
that
We'll
also
get
moving
training program will be
*
Murray Lumber Company, 104 air conditioned, washer, porch, automatic washers and dryers.
lakeside cabin in shape for
BORDERING CITY-Six acres, potential of commercial
)
3
Happy Birthday *
provided. Only full time men:
Maple Street.
M14C step and underpenning. Phone Also good used electric ranges.
the summer months ahead
bedrooms,
plus
or residential lots, three
apartment upneed apply Call Mr. Jim Baker *
*
today for a FREE
Call
M15C
753-9941.
See at Wiggins Furniture, 2,1
*
stairs and basement
estimate
for an interview appointment at *
Mar
ge
A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
'
itt.
miles, north of Murray on Hwy
*
436-2493
Discount Sewing & Stereo Center, *
Lustre America's favorite carpet KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag 641. Phone 753-4566
Main Street, Hazel, Ky., 502-492- *****************
shampoo. Big K, Belaire Shop- rug specialist that adjusts to any
8812.
M14C
vacuums HONDA 350 Scrambler, 1971. Will
carpet.
New
used
and
Center.
ping
M17C
TH.RZE BEDROOM brick, and
AUTOS FOR SALE
for sale. For free demonstration sell or trade for small trail bike. WILL DO sewing If interested
stone house with large living
M13C
phone 489-2475
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITS
and gift with purchase phone 753- Phone 753-5666.
AVON HELPS make dreams
M13C
110 H.P. Volkswagen engine, in room and kitchen. Large 1970 KAWASAKI 100cc. Green
0752
or
April
12C
753-0359.
streak.
Rebuilt
recently,
many
come
true'
for
a
Need
extra
casti
OWN YOUR own business:
1963 bug body. Excellent con- breezeway and carport. Located
WILL INSTALL basements with
SMALL FREEZER with ice
dishwasher' An Easter outfit' complete figure salon, includes
dition, Phone the bug doctor, 753- on extra large lot, close to school extra parts, also one pair full
Call
for
wall
finish.
fiberglass
Good
pump.
maker. For recreation room,
M12C and hospital. 312 South 9th bore boots, one full cover helmet SHALLOW WELL
0223 or 753-8046.
estimate. Phone 753-ss1s. Ml6P Color TV' Find out how easy it is steam cabinets, vibrator belts,
436-2412. M12P den,
bar.
to make money in your spare low rollers, office supplies and
Coppertone,
Street, Phone 753-5002
M15C and one pair 'IT leathers. Phone condition. Phone
753-0911 after 5:00 p.m.
M14P
19"124":21", $100.00. Phone 753time, as an Avon Represen- printing Priced to sell. $5000.00
1938 PICKUP Chevrolet. Phone
PONTOON BOAT, 22'x10' with 9240.
For further details call Mayfield
M16C
M12C APPROXIMATELY 50 acres
tative. Call 443-3366, Collect.
753-0722, ask for Rex.
with two bedroom house, six LOST bright carpet color- cabin. Good condition. Phone,492247-8381 or write P.O. Box 371,
March
12 C
M12C FORD PLOW, 3-14" bottoms
them
miles from Murray, two miles s...restore
with Blue 8626
Mayfield, Ky.
M14C
1964 GMC widespread pickup,
from Kentucky Lake. Phone 436- Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Case plow, 3-14" bottoms. InCOUNTER WAITRESS for day
new metal bed, radials, tape
5523 after 6:00p.m.
I (1ST& UM Ni,
M12C $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five TRAVEL TRAILER, 1971- ternational mower, 7' blade
shift. Must be neat, clean and
player. Phone 753-7856 or 753Points.
M17C Frolic, 23'. Completely self con- Phone 753-5596.
M16C
Barnes
at
efficient.
Contact
Mr.
M13C
0250.
LOST WHITE sow in New
IN CANTERBURY: Three
tained with factoey air conBurger Chef. Phone 753Providence community. If seen
bedroom, brick, family room, CARPET SALE; While it lasts ditioner, gas or electric THREE YEAR old bay
Complete
Rome
VOLKSWAGEN
mare All
Mit('
7199.
1970
phone Milford Hicks 492utility,
double
garage,
central
gas
burner
refrigerator,
four
"Buy good carpet cheap." Heavy
extras included. Phone 753Remodeling
Squareback, automatic. 27,000
heat and air. Phone 753M13P
E236.
shags, many colors to choose stove with automatic oven 0455.
M16C
WANT
TO
miles. One owner. Phone 753BUY
11tfEISTIMA,TE
E455.
M12C from, 63,95 sq. yd. Rubber back Separate bath and toilet with
M12C
9658.
lawn mower,
tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only pressurized water tank and ARIENS RIDING
MUSIC
WANT TO BUY automobile
THREE BEDROOM house,
new
753-4022 after
engine.
Phone
closets
and
holding
tank. Large
753-0961
for
carrier, used. Cash
PLYMOUTH, 1967 Fury, I, four central heat and air, built-in 0.99 sq. yad. Many colors to
M13C
5:00
p.m.
TUNING-RepairPIANO
door. C,d condition Phone 489- oven, and range, carpets. Five choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths, cabinet space Stacker jacks and
reasonable price. Phone Harry
rebuilding. Prompt expert serhitch
Phone
753carpet
only
$3.95
included
heavy
plush
2121.
MI2C miles north of Murray, just off
(9011642-5685. Also arc
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
M12C
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths, 1575.
M12C pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
welder.
Highway 641. Phone 753heavy
pattern
carpet,
HiLo
$3.95
1970 TOFUNO GT two door 5639.
MI4C sq. yd. New printed carpet,
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753hardtop, power steering, power
WANT TO BUY small 40-120 acre /1911.
rubber back, only $3.95 square
Montgomery
Ward
conGood
brakes, vinyl roof.
TFC
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, $2.25
1203 rlhesfnut
Corner of 7th &
farm, between Murray and Lynn
AUTOS FOR SALE
dition. Reduced to $1300.00.
square yard, and mobile floor
Sale, Wednesday
off Hwy. 94. Phone
On
or
Grove.
M14NC
Phone 753-0310.
c,o
10
l Vr oc/
en ofaff gt u
MI PIANO TUNING and Repair.
$1.99 sq. yard. Supreme $2.79 sq.
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
1964 LINCOLN Continental. Good
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
ods
thousands
of
Landing yd. Thousands and
Open 701 7 00 P M
craftsman Piano Technician
1965 MUSTANG, good condition. condition. $400.00. Paris
see
and
stock.
Come
yards
in
'8.50
M17P
901-232-8316
Front End Alignment
Guild.
TFC
Also want to buy good used chest area, phone
save. No waiting, we have what
of drawers. Phone 753-3230. MIX
we advertise in stock. Paschall BOAT
V-8)
'25.65
(Reg.
Broad
INSURANCE.
Engine Tune-Up
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- coverage.
Good claim services.
1972 DATSUN 1200. Escellent
WANTED TO RENT
tucky. Phone 4924733. Open six Lowest
V-8, Resistor '26.70
Galloway Inrates.
,condition.* Phone '753-1368 after
Ml2P
days a week,11-5.
surance
It Realty. Phone 753M16P
5:00p.m.
(6-Cylinder-Less)
5842.
•
April 11C,
ANT TO RENT two bedroom
EARS 6 H.15. riding rawn
, unfurnished, butsig of
Cond.
Ture•-dp
Air
mower.
Good
condition,
used
1969 BUICK Riviera, automatic,
TEN PERCENT
off on all
city limits. Need garage and
three
new,
$275.00
summers.
Cost
power steering and brakes, air
March
framing
for
month
of
the..
•
fenced yard for child. Phone 753and Filter Chang* (5(11'2*)-18.40
first 6125.00 takes it. Phone 753- at The Gallery, 813 Coldwater
conditioned, bucket seats. Four
M I5C
9001
7683.
412C
new tires. Phone 753-8136. M24C
March I4C
Road, Murray.

Excellent
Typist

TV SERVICE CENTER

753-1916

Ledger & Times

,
11•00 ,
.11
SO' SW'

753-7278

MUrr1Y.Xen1TC
:NT
oorna and bath,
ck porch Unpets allowed
'er, Sr , 753-1779
M12C
APARTMENTS,
hen, bathroom
th. One or two
erman Apartth Street, 753April 4NC
unfurnished
vote entrance
hts furnished
or two elderly
00 month 202
753-8173, if no
522
Mitt-

trailer, 1972
ith washer and
Central air,
'ate drive.. All
meting, sliding
'lire at Bill's
Repair, Almo
y,641 NorM17C
M house, un.00 per month.
an. Phone 753M13C

two bedroom
II to wall carheat and air.
n. Children O.K.
le March 1. Rent
331.
March

UNION "76"

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Bill Houghton

PARKER FORD, Inc.

IL
I Our
Sheets
each
r & Times
th Street
y, Kv
53-1916

Main

Spring Service Special

READ the
WANT

Ivor OFF/.

Complot•
Oil

Ii

$16.16

ADS

I'%i.l
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Huddleston Blasts
Nixon Proposals

Common Market Nations
Agree To Float Dollar

Shooting, Declaration Dampen
Hopes For Wounded Knee Peace

IA)UISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Sen Walter ( Dee) Huddleston,
D-Ky., took a swipe at PresiFBI agents donned flak jack.
were schedNixon's budget proposals
dent
floating
WOUNDEI) KNEE, S.D. dication that talks
already
are
Six of Italy
BRUSSELS lAP)
and used binoculars to surets
leaders.
Indian
them
with
terming
uled
night,
Sunday
FBI
(AP) — The shooting of an
the Common Market nations their currencies against all otheach vehicle that apvey
venea
with
was
g
"budget-cuttin
Meanwhile, a grand jury
agent and an Indian declaration
agreed early today to a joint, ers They said they would join
proached their checkpoints,
disgrace."
Falls,
"a
and
Sioux
in
geance"
today
convene
to
be
will
ecoofficials
federal
as
no
soon
that
as
partial float against the dollar, the joint float
sevThe freshman senator said permitted to enter Wounded S.D., to investigate the Feb. 27 which were set up Sunday
maintaining a schedule of ex- nomic conditions permitted
here.
from
miles
eral
about
lose
to
village
stands
Kentucky
Knee have dampened hopes for takeover of the historic
change rates among each other them to peg their currencies
The crisis dissolved after the
MO million in federal funds for a permanent peace.
by about 200 Indian militants.
but ending obligatory purchases against the other Common MarDepartment in WashJustice
President's
the
Sunday
under
issued
education
were
Interior Department officials Warrants
ket monies.
of the dollar to support it
the shooting would
said
ington
proposal.
Rapid
1974 budget
said they would not comment by a U.S. magistrate in
West Germany also agreed to
The other three member nanot create an armed concalled
have
I
leadwhat
five
of
"That's
arrest
the
for
City
three
midafternoon
upward
until
issues
on
mark
the
tions—Britain, Ireland and revalue
frontation. Atty. Gen. Richard
budget-cutting with a veng- today, and there was no in- ers of the occupation.
per cent There was speculation
said agents would
disa
is
it
think
I
eance, and
The Sunday gunplay came Kleindienst
that the Japanese yen, the othremain away from the immesaid.
Huddleston
federal
after
grace,"
hours
24
than
would
less
also
currency,
strong
er
area of Wounded Knee
Huddleston told the Kentucky
forces pulled down their road- diate
be revalued somewhat.
not shoot unless
would
and
left
are,
that
allOW
Association
Fashion
Spring
the
for
School Board
blocks and withdrew from a
Shown putting up a poster
The decision by West Germatheir lives were endangered.
the
of
Jr.
pri0.
Mrs.
Balm,
reordering
and
B.
Hutson
the
is
issue
Richard
from
real
miles
the
Mrs.
few
a
Nethperimeter
right,
the
to
Belgium,
France,
ny,
The Indians said four men
orities within the budget, rather
center of the village.
erlands, Luxembourg and Den- Musk Department al the Murray Woman's Chdo.
thentseives as U.S. *1
identifying
that
approach
than -a meat-ix
The'shooting involved a small
mark was easing the latest
inspectors entered the
eliminates the good along with
truck the Indians smeared with postal
monetary crisis that closed forSunday and were held
the bad."
mud and dubbed their "tank." village
eign currency exchanges 10
before being recustody
in
Congress,
Murray
He noted that
Clell Burkeen of
Several FBI vehicles maintaindays ago.
educators and others have "lost
This past weekend Boy Scout ing surveillance on roads into leased. The Indians said three
Route Three died Saturday at
A communique after a meetthe ball" by failing to come up Troop 77 completed a thirty the village saw the truck about pistols were found on the men
7:35 p.m. at the Westview ing of finance ministers from
years
with their own counterproposals mile bicycle hike traveling back five miles west of Wounded It was later verified that two of
Nursing Hbene. He was 83
the nine Common Market naFuneral rites for Mrs. Laura
the men were postal inspectors
roads from Murray to Kentucky Knee, officials said.
for federal spending.
of age and was preceded in tions said the float would go B. Woods, 73, widow of
Burl
The government had no comsaid
"Why is it holy wright that Lake and returning to the city.
who
agents,
death by his wife, Cora, in into effect March 19, when the Woods, 3117 Clay Street,
FBI
The
on the incident, but Banks
ment
the
at
are
camp
made
scouts
cutbacks
The
the only feasible
December 1971
they believed the vehicle was
exchange markets reopen
Paducah, who died at her
TVA stolen, pursued the van, and said: "They didn't come here
The Spring Fashion Show, those proposed by the White recently
improved
The deceased was a retired
Four other nations with residence Thursday at 7 p.m.,
recreation area on Blood River there was an exchange of gun- to protect no mail boxes."
farmer. Born January 11, 1890, strong currency --Switzerland, will be held Tuesday at two p.m. sponsored by the Music House" he said.
Russell Means, an AIM leadPottertovm.
in Calloway County, he was the Sweden, Norway and Austria— at the Mundy Funeral Chapel, Department of the Murray
fire Agent Curtis Fitzgerald of
The Democrat , said the below
During the campout ad- Chicago was struck in the right er, announced over a loudspeaWoman's Club, will be thought
son of the late Joe Lee Burkeen reportedly were considering Paducah.
the reordering of priorTuesday, March 13,
was made in cycling arm and was evacuated by ker system Sunday that the viland Tobitha Parrish Burkeen. joining the float even though
Rev. H. Joseph Franklin will presented
ities could begin with defense vancement
lage was "now the Oglala Sioux
University
the
at
p.m.
7:30
at
cooking, back- helicopter
daughters,
badge,
merit
four
Survivors are
they are not members of the officiate. Burial will be in Oak
spending, pointing to the fact
Nation, a sovereign state."
School auditorium on North 18th
compass, conservation
packing,
Fitzgerald
which
in
Mrs. Anuna Dell Warren of Common Market.
car
The
Grove Cemetery.
that the administration wants
Means told a crowd of a few
Street.
awards.
skill
environment
and
holes
bullet
six
had
Hardin Route One, Mrs. Heats
currencies
riding
was
the
By floating,
A native of Murray, she came
to spend an additional 94 billion
"If any foreign offihundred,
camping
the
Mrs.
improved
Paducah,
boys
The
Adamson of
in the windshield—one on the
are free to find their natural to Paducah 70 years ago. Mrs.
This year's show will be one of on defense despite the withHazel Colson of Benton Route levels in terms of the dollar Woods was a member of the best yet ever presented by drawal from Vietnam. He also area with litter pick-up and passenger side and five on the cial of any foreign country, speFive, and Mrs. Robbie Holt of through pressures of supply Washington Street Baptist the department in its annual said the administration appears check dams to stop erosion.
driver's side, the latter appar- cifically the United States, tries
be
Jon
and
Parker
Gene
sons,
four
Four;
Scouts
Benton Route
ently made by another agent to enter the village, it will
and demand No longer will the Church,
serving on the show, a department spokesman to be "trying to substitute
treated as an act of war and
Clarks Burkeen of Benton central banks have to buy huge deaconess board.
said. Styles for both men and spending reform for tax re- Harrison from Troop 45 and firing from inside the car
treated accordingly."
Kevin Ray were guests of the
Route Five, Pete Burkeen of quantities of dollars from specShe is survived by one women in the newest summer form."
Indians said bullets smashed
He also said, "If any spies
Troop.
Warren, Mich., Lee Burkeen ulators and the money man- daughter, Mrs. Anna Jones, styles will be featured.
van
the
the rear windows of
''First, we should holler, and
enter the village, they will be
and James Burkeen, both of agers to keep the dollar from Paducah; two sons, Clarence E.
Troop 77 campers were Chris and flying glass cut an Indian's treated like spies everywhere
Tickets are one dollar each holler loud, about the cuts in
Peoria, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. sinking below a fixed level. Woods, New York City, and
and may be purchased at the our worthy programs," Hud- Rogers, Charlie Bazzell, John hand
and will face a firing squad "
two
Hardin;
at
Mathis
Mary
However, West Germany's fi- Charles F. Woods, Toledo, door. Mrs. John Lyon will be
dleston said, "but we also have Hart, Kevin Geurin, Claude
AIM leaders said they would
"The FBI is trying to pro
brothers, Chester Burkeen of nance
Helmut Ohio; 18 grandchildren, 14
minister,
girl.
an obligation and a responsi- Johnson, Brent Austin, Brad yoke the situation," said Dennis issue visas to all nonresidents
Benton Route Four and Ftufe Schmidt, said a central bank great-grandchildren, and a card
Fashions will be shown by the bility to come forward with al- Boone, Robert Underwood, Banks, a leader of the Ameri- of their "sovereign nation" but
Burkeen of Murray Route may continue under the agree- brother,
Ross, following stores and their
Walter
Bryan Warner, Barry Wells, can Indian Movement, which newsmen and members of the
ternatives."
Three; sixteen grandchildren; ment to support the dollar to Louisville.
Joey Grasty, Chris Cropper, led the takeover
models:
National Council of Churches
twenty-three great grand- prevent its own currency rate
Friends may call at Mundy's
Ernie Dodd, Doug Crafton, Alan
Mrs. James
The Place,
Each side said the other fired would have free access.
children; two great great from going higher than desired. after 10.30 a.m. Monday.
Warner, Brett Warner, Mark first.
Boone, Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr.,
About 11,000 Oglala Sioux live
grargichildren.
The agreement calls for a Special visitation will be held Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor, and
Young, Donnie Henry, Kent
on the Pine Ridge Reservation.
Funeral services will be held maximum fluctuation of 2.25 from 7-9 p.m. Monday
It appeared briefly that the
(Continued from Page 11
Harmon, and Mike Skinner.
Mrs. Richard Hutson; Doe-Mae,
Main issues preventing a settleTuesday at one p.m. at the
incident would detonate the exper cent among the values of
Mrs.
Brandon,
Gene
Mrs.
was
support
ment were ATM's demands that
supply
&
Vehicle
Cumberland
driven
Edward
Unity
Mathis,
by
R.
existhas
that
situation
plosive
is
It
the six floating currencies
James D. Clayton, Mrs. Donald 1505
Presbyterian Church with Rev. considered a key step toward
Johnson, and Amber W. provided by Leadership Corps ed since the takeover —250 In- the tribal constitution, council
Hughes, and Mrs. Joe McLE. Moore and Rev. Mike Ross eventual creation of a single
Howard, Route Seven, were Scout Ronnie Billington and dians. many of them armed, and president be suspended by
Campus Casual, Mrs.
Dougal;
the Interior Department Interiofficiating.
Involved
in a collision at the Mark Thurman.
facing off against 300 federal
European currency.
Rob Ray, Mrs. Tommy Clirisp,
(Cautioned truss Page 11
or, which has assumed the Jusof hid and Walnut,
intersection
Grandsons will serve as
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